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feedback
Not My Kind of Party
Judith WitheroVs article, "Don't Blame Me, I Voted for Myself!"
[Fall 1997] was right on target. It was a pleasure to read such clear
and plain-spoken truths. Those of us who voted for Bill Clinton
share responsibility for allowing him to continue to pursue his
regressive policies, no matter what the alternatives were. Maybe
next time Ms. Witherow will publicize her campaign so we can all
vote for her.
Dan Friedman - Takoma Park, MD
I loved Judith Witherow's article, "Don't Blame Me, I Voted for
Myself." [Fall 1997]. She verbalized what so many of us are feeling.
Bill Clinton, for all his intelligence, empathy, and heart, has failed
us. He's like a man who dumps his girlfriend twenty miles out of
town, tells her to walk home, and then has the audacity to say, "But
don't forget, I'll always love you."Talk is cheap, and for the most part
both Republicans and Democrats have stopped even talking about
the issues that affect those of us who aren't wealthy, middle-class, or
white men.
People of color, feminists, unionists, and low-income citizens
must unite to make our voices heard. We demand better than what
the Republicans and the Democrats are offering. Tom Wicker, in his
insightful book Tragic Failure, suggests that a third party might be
necessary. I agree. And I don't mean the Ross Perot kind; I want and
need the Judith Witherow kind.
Jesse Winter - Seattle, WA

Our Right to Make the Wrong Choice
I am surprised that a feminist, class-conscious magazine such as On
The Issues would print the classist, self-absorbed piece by Kristin Bair
["Take No Prisoners: My Right to Legal Abortion" Fall 1997]. Bair
seems to suggest that because she has degrees and muscles, listens to
jazz and eats Thai food, her life is more valuable than the lives of
those who shop at Sears and live in low-income suburbs with secondhand furniture.
I'd hate to imagine what anti-choice protesters would do with
this article. I'm glad that Bair had access to legal abortion. But as she
ranked thirty-second in her class, she should have had the sense to
take advantage of the birth control that was widely available in the
early 1980s. Abortions may be necessary to prevent women from
becoming parents before they are ready for such a responsibility, but
they should not be justified as a means for women like Bair to become
cultured, meditate, and wear sexy dresses.
Liza Feldman - Albany, NY

Animal Rights and Wrongs
I am so thrilled to see coverage of the plight of companion animals in
a magazine devoted to womyn's issues ["Animals Escaping Domestic
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Violence" by Patricia Murphy, Fall 1997]. The link between cruelty to
animals and cruel treatment of humans is documented only sporadically, yet every bit of printed information on this crucial subject is one
step closer to prevention. I first learned of the connection several years
ago, reading articles on the link between childhood cruelty to animals
and subsequent abusive adult behavior. I am glad to see thetopicnow
being covered in feminist literature as well. The tools needed to stop
emotional and physical violence towards womyn are many, and education is one of the most vital. Thanks for providing it.
Mary Clifford - Roanoke, VA
I was delighted to read Patricia Murphy's "Animals Escaping
Domestic Violence." For several years, Feminists for Animal Rights
have been helping to start foster care programs for the animals of
battered women while the women are in a shelter. We have issued a
pamphlet about how to start a foster care program in a community
Of course, one of the things that is necessary is for shelters to include
questions about companion animals in their intake questionnaires:
"Are there any pets at home?" "Has your partner ever threatened or
injured a pet?" "Do any pets need shelter while you receive shelter?".
My own article on the subject, "Woman-Battering and Harm to
Animals," appears in the anthology Animals and Women: Feminist
Theoretical Explorations (Durham: Duke University Press 1995).
Domestic violence practice has traditionally classified "destruction of
pets" along with destruction of property as a single type of battering.
In this article, I explain why destruction of property and injury to (or
execution of) a pet must be seen as separate forms of battering.
Moreover, harm to animals exposes the deliberateness of battering.
Batterers often claim they 'lost control" to explain their violent
behavior toward their partners. However, the ways in which batterers are violent toward animals demonstrate their extreme control:
they often make preparations, stretch out the animals' suffering,
haul the children in to witness the injuring of an animal, and in other
ways exercise deliberate control.
Further information is available by writing to Feminists for
Animal Rights, PO Box 16425, Chapel Hill, NC 27516. A videotape
about battering and harm to animals has been created by Don
Jennings. For more information, write him at 422 East King Street,
King, NC 27021.
Thank you for all the timely articles that appear in On The
Issues.
Carol J Adams - Richardson, TX
On The Issues welcomes letters and considers them for publication in
the magazine and on its website, unless otherwise specified. Letters
may be edited for clarity and space. Send to On The Issues, Merle
Hoffman Enterprises, Ltd., 97-77 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, NY
11374-3317, or email to onissues@echonyc.com

on the issues
27 Years,
but Who's Counting?
I used to celebrate it differently—very differently
I remember one January in particular in New York City's
Bryant Park. In the midst of the blinding snow and howling winds
of what the papers termed "the worst blizzard of the decade," I was
part of a band of dedicated pro-choice activists who were passionately celebrating the anniversary offloev. Wade—and just as passionately attacking those who opposed it. Despite, or perhaps
because of, thefreezingtemperatures, my blood was up. I knew the
battle was joined, the troops were marshaled, and I was feeling
nothing but transcendent.
Years ago on another anniversary, I debated Nellie Gray, the
organizer of the annual anti-abortion march on Washington. She
was small, sinewy and angry
She told me that we were a modern version of the LincolnDouglass debates. I smiled in recognition until I realized that she
was positioning me as Douglass. "Well stop our attacks when you
put down your knives and stop the killing," she told me. "And your
vision of women's roles would be to butcher them with illegal abortions or turn them into baby-making slaves," I replied.
Past anniversaries were like that—collective, powerful,
meaningful, engaged.
Now, as the antis plan their January 22 march, complete
with mini-caskets for the "murdered unborn," I receive invitations
to pro-choice auctions and blacktiegala benefits—cards with hourglasses in the shape of a woman's body reminding me that "the
Time is Now"—glittering messagesfromthe glitterati, thousands of
miles awayfromthe streets and the battles.
Celebrating Roe in
Some say that one only remembers
"the
worst blizzard
the last memory of a thing—as if the real
of
the
decade."
event becomes transfigured, altered as the
present shuts out much of the past. Unlike
most anniversaries, which are composites of shared memory and
ritual, Roe is a Rorschach writ large—a mass of perceptions codified
by law that we share with our enemies.
I have grown up with and outgrown "abortion the issue" as
it is played every year in stereotype and soundbite. Is it "a woman's
right to choose," or is it killing? The arguments change slightly, if at
all. The answer to this philosophical challenge is within the realpolitik of each woman's heart.
Was there really a life before abortion and abortion politics,
before holding the hands of women in pain and expectation, and
why am I still writing about it so many years later?
In the Spring of 1971, when I was 26 years old, abortion had
been legal in New York State for almost one year. It would be another two before the Supreme Court would legalize abortion nationally in Roe v. Wade.

In the beginThoughts on yet another
ning I was not political.
Roe V. Wade
I became political
by
when I counseled my
Merle Hoffman
first patient. Like so
many others, she came from New Jersey because abortion was still
illegal in that state. She was 24 years old—white, married, terrified.
I don't remember her name or a word of what passed between us.
It was strangely irrelevant. I do remember that her hand stayed in
mine the entire time she was with me, throughout
her abortion. Hers was thefirstof
thousands of I

hands I have held—
and her life the first that touched mine in
that profound and intimate way
Simone de Beauvoir has written that the "representation of
the world like the world itself is the work of men. They describe it
from their own point of view, which they confuse with absolute
truth."
When I founded Choices 27 years ago, women's health as a
discipline, as a practice and a vision, simply did not exist. Legal
abortion brought women's health care out of the closet, radicalized
the status of women in society and revolutionized their relationship
with the health care establishment.
It was a heady time—a brave new world where one
woman's unique yet collective experience of an unplanned and
unwanted pregnancy intersected with a new feminist politic of freedom and responsibility. We inhabited a place where we made
women's lives matter; a time when feminism resonated with risk
and spoke to struggle rather than privilege. There were so many
firsts.
5 - on the issues
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For thefirsttime, women were in control of patient referrals
and clinics, while physicians were brought downfromtheir godlike
pedestals to function as employees of women-owned and feministr
run medical centers. Because the abortion issue was politicized well
before legalization (the National Right to Life Committee was
founded in 1969), patients often had to run a
gauntlet of abusefromdemonstrators just as
they do now. Counseling sessions were done
by young feminist activists trained in
women's health; issues of sexuality, religion,
love, psychology, and death augmented technical medical explanations of the procedure.
As a result, the traditional medical bifurcation of mind/body was imploded by operationally integrating politics, psychology and
clinical treatment.
In those early days I treated many
women whose unwanted pregnancies
stemmed from their victimization by the
• medical establishment, what I termed "iatrogenic pregnancies" because they were caused
by the medical system's ignorance, misinformation or withholding of accurate information. Pregnancies caused by physician arrogance: "I give all my patients the pill;""I never
refit my women's diaphragms;" "My doctor
didn't tell me to use anything else for birth
control when I went off the pill."
I realized then that women patients
constituted an oppressed class in relationship
to their physicians. And understanding that
power concedes nothing without demand, I
developed a philosophy of Patient Power at
Choices, which taught that patients had
rights that included informed consent to
treatment, second opinions, and access to
alternative systems. On the other hand,
patients were responsible for engaging honestly and directly with providers and educai>
ing themselves about their own bodies.
Those nascent feminist ideals have
slowly been incorporated and difiused through much of modern
medicine—from sensitivity training for doctors in medical schools,
to the incorporation of interdisciplinary educational and holistic
concepts of healing in general medical practice, to the development
of women's health care as a separate medical specialty
But what's been lost in the years since Roe, if it ever really
existed, is any authentic link between the providers who, often at

the risk of their lives, serve the women who come for abortions, and
the activists and theorists who shape national political pro-choice
strategy. "Doing" abortions instead offightingfor the right to have
them was always considered the dirty end of the business, but now
that elitist negativity has spilled over into prejudicial judgments
about having them.
For women to be considered "good" abortion patients they have to be hard cases, i.e. victims. They didn't choose sex; it happened to
them—abortion only in cases of rape and incest.
The current intense debate over so-called partial birth abortions is the epitome of this thinking. President Clinton was quoted in The New
York Times as saying that while he opposed
late-term abortions, he couldn't deny them to
that "small group of women in tragic circumstances who need an abortion performed at a
late stage ofpregnancy to avert death or serious
injury." He did at least veto the bill that would
have banned them.
This Madonna/whore (hard/soft) labeling of abortion patients has resulted in the continuing disengagement of millions of women
from both abortion providers and abortion politics and formed a massive "reluctant constituency" A constituency of 30 million women
who have had abortions since legalization but
who remain equivocal and removed from the
struggle to retain that right for the millions of
others who will come after them. Their mantra
is the classic "Rape Incest or Me" position.
We are losing the old warhorse abortionists who became committed to the cause
when they saw their patients die ofbotched illegal abortions. No one under forty remembers
the days of terror, shame, and extreme personal risk of those desperate pre-Rbe searches for
an abortion you could survive. Instead, we have
the negative and ambivalent attitudes of prochoice "supporters" wanting to be "good girls,"
who argue that the abortion "issue" has
hijacked the women's movement. Why, they ask, must we spend so
much time defending a right that was won in 1973? Why must we
argue the same old polemics, strategize the same defensive moves?
Wouldn't our energies be better spent setting a broader social agenda that addresses issues of economic equity, racism, welfare?
Why? Because we are in a real war with real casualties.
Because doctors and health care workers are shot dead in
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their clinics.
Because abortion remains unavailable in 86 percent of
American counties, and some patients must still risk their lives to
have one.
Because Roe u. Wade, based on the 14th Amendment's right
to privacy has been slowly eviscerated by waiting periods, parental
consent, the lack of Medicaid funding for abortion in the majority of
states, and the attack on "partial birth" abortion.
Because we are still held hostage to the political agendas
that disallow even the smallest move forward (RU-486 is still not
produced and distributed in this country).
Because of continuing racial and class divisions that block
collective action among women.
Because women who have abortions continue to deny the
fact that they did.
Because I recently attended a national meeting of
providers who reacted to my description of abortion as a fundamental civil right as "not sellable to the American public"
—and because they may be right.
By promulgating a view of abortion as "tragic but nee- I
essary," the pro-choice movement has succeeded in remaining
in an apologetic and reactive position. Instead of an aggressive
visionary strategy we are continually defending things that
should require no defense—women's lives and freedom.
We must reclaim and honor our history. We must remember the women who alone and in pain lost their lives for their right
to choose.
" Because of the
We must throw off our personal
freezing temperashrouds of shame and tell the stories of our
tures, my blood
mothers and grandmothers, and ourwas up."
selves.
We must close the split between the strategists and national leaders of the pro-choice movement and its foot soldiers, the
women who have actually had abortions and the providers who
make them possible. Together, we must reposition and redefine
legal abortion as an integral core of women's health and as the necessary condition for women's freedom. Nothing stops abortion—no
law, no government, no religious authority. Making abortion illegal
only makes it dangerous and deadly
The movement must speak with a unified voice that articulates a shared vision. Abortion and reproductive freedom are fundamental humanrights,not to be abridged by any entity. We must
actively strategize, not only for the next skirmish or the next battle, but for the coming 25 years—to ensure that our daughters and
granddaughters do not have tofightthe same war.
We must work to regain lost allies (the American Medical
Association voted to uphold the ban on "partial birth" abortion). We
must move in powerful coalition with other progressive move-

ments—gays and lesbians, civil rights organizations, environmental activists, labor—and demand that the leadership of these movements actively support reproductive freedom.
We must expose thefifthcolumn within our own ranks, feminists who are "pro-choice" but handle their personal discomfort
with abortion by naming it a "tragedy" and thus making it more
difficult for others to choose freely.
We must expand the definition of pro-choice to include those
women living with racism and poverty for whom therighttoreproductivefreedommeans the right to bear children with adequate
financial and medical support.
We must reach out to the young
women who live a femi-

| nism of entitlement
rather than struggle, and do not understand thatfreedomrequires constant vigilance.
We must be militant when necessary and be ready to sacrifice more thenfreedomfor the cause.
We must creatively develop new legal theories (for one opinion, see "My Body, My Choice, My Consent," page 18 that further
secure the constitutional basis of reproductive freedom.
Finally, we must be able to speak the truth to ourselves by
answering the question, "Is it a woman's right to choose or is it
killing?" by saying yes—to both—and taking full responsibility for
that profound and powerful truth.
Twenty-seven years and who's counting? I'm counting—
counting the days and years and decades until all women will live
in a world where reproductivefreedomis a fundamental human
right and no one will ever again die for her right to choose. •
7 - on the issues
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Teaching M y
Daughter t o Yell

A n n a i e e int0 my arms,
In nine hours of selfVerbal Self-Defense -Stop that right now.
defense instruction, I
Hitting is not OK. I don't
learned how to dislocate
ty
want to see you do that
an attacker's knee,
Anne Vilen
release myself from a
a g a m .»
But Annalee said nothing. I rememchoke hold, break a windpipe, gouge out
bered all the times in my life when men
an eye, block a punch and execute a
had harassed or intimidated me and I had
strategy called "slap, grab, pull, and
said nothing for fear I'd misinterpreted
twist." But the most difficult weapon to
them or might hurt their feelings. After
master was my own voice.
all, my mother always told me that "if you
Women, like children, have been
can't say anything nice, don't say anywell-schooled in politeness and listening.
thing at all." Annalee doesn't want to
No one has taught us how to yell.
hurt her friend's feelings either. I have
"Shout 'No' or 'Stop,' when you
taught her the arts of courtesy and comstrike," the instructor advised. Our first
promise, but not the art of self-defense.
attempts at "no" were feeble, as if we
had just been offered dessert after a filling meal. Someone repeated that old joke
in which a woman fends off her date by
insisting meekly, "Stop, no, don't stop,
no."
"Now I want you to imagine,"
coached the instructor, "that you're in
your yard and your child at the curb is
about to step in front of an oncoming
truck. How would you get her to stop?"
"NO! STOP!" I screamed, hurling the
barrier of my voice to block her way.
My own daughter is three and I had
no trouble conjuring up this scenario.
Afterward my limbs shook and adrenaline
warmed my chest just as if she had survived a near miss.
At home I took a second look at my
daughter. She is a verbally precocious
child and a committed negotiator. But at
a petite thirty pounds, she is often the
child who is run over in a pack of kids.
Her best friend Taylor figured out early on
that when challenged, Annalee would
rather retreat than fight.
One evening when we were over for a
visit, I saw Taylor box Annalee's ears with
both hands. "Taylor," I shouted, taking
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So one day when she reported that
Taylor had been mean, I decided to pass
on what I had learned. "What do you
think would happen if you really yelled at
her to stop?" I inquired.
"But yelling is only for outside," she
countered. At her preschool the teachers
encourage the "inside voice"—quiet and
calm—in contrast to the shouting done
on the playground. Suddenly, the "inside
voice" sounded less like a peaceful directive, and more like one of my mother's
warnings.
I answered firmly: "I don't think
that's true. Sometimes you need to yell
to make someone pay attention to you.
Shall we practice?"
We stood in our living room and
shouted like I had been doing in class.
"Stop it Taylor, I don't like that!" we
yelled. On her third try she screwed up
her face, furrowed her eyebrows and belted her voice across the room like a pintsized sensei. Then she turned to me and
remarked earnestly, "Let's not worry
about yelling anymore." I felt like she was
reclaiming her right to use a loud voice,
to be her own protector, despite those

lessons which have taught her to be a
nice, acceptable, likeable girl.
In the same vein, many adultsincluding police officers, psychotherapists, parents, and women in my selfdefense class—worry that a woman who
fights back provokes further aggression.
As if by refusing to be a "good girl," she
shares responsibility for her attacker's
violence. But in my self-defense course, I
had learned that the data show otherwise: women who fight back are not more
severely harmed, and knowing that they
at least tried to save themselves, they
recover from their trauma more quickly.
What would happen if instead of teaching
our children never to talk to strangers,
we taught them to trust their intuitive
sense of danger—to talk back to
strangers, even to yell at them? Such
instances of vocal resistance may go
unreported in police statistics, yet they
are an enduring thread in women's folklore of survival.
The next day as I carpooled Annalee
and Taylor to their afternoon sitter, they
got into a typical spat. "Taylor don't be
mean to me," Annalee begged sheepishly.
In return, Taylor turned and blew a raspberry.
Suddenly Annalee remembered her
lesson. She shouted across the space
between their car seats, "Stop it right
now! I don't like it when you spit at me."
Taylor was shocked, briefly. Then she
smiled and the two of them traded loud
"Nos" until both girls began to laugh, digging into their lunch boxes to see what
they could trade. It wasn't exactly a victory for Annalee or a clear, negotiated
settlement, but Annalee did not have to
accept her punishment, nor did Taylor
have to endure the shame of adult interference. Later I asked my daughter to

reflect on the incident and name all the

peer. I made a wish that knowing how to

things she could do if she was not getting

yell when threatened betters her chances

along with a friend.

of growing up safe in a world that harbors

"I can tell an adult. I can run away. I
can yell very loud," she replied.

not only garden-variety bullies, but more
subtle and dangerous abusers.

"Anything else you can do?"
"I can yell very, very loud and tell her
to stop."

Southeast. She lives with her husband

"Yes," I affirmed, relieved that she
could hold her own with an aggressive

A

Anne Vilen teaches creative writing in the
and two children in Cullowhee, North
Carolina.

Friends
Growing up, Growing
Apart

t last count, Jen owned
was a particularly rich
90 pairs of underwear,
source for comical
by Theresa Alan
35 bras, 18 pairs of blue
quotes such as, "Is she
jeans and 20 black shirts.
coming or is her foot
She had three tattoos and her ears were
asleep? We just don't know," "Having troupierced seven times. I could never tolerate ble with multiple partner sex? You're not
the pain of a tattoo and I have never owned
alone," or "Baring all isn't just for busty
7 earrings at a single time. Jen, who was
unknowns anymore." Jen and I imagined
Catholic, wanted to get married young and
we entertained our mail carriers almost as
have four kids. I was an agnostic, and
much as we amused ourselves.
planned to remain single and childless.
"Theresa, I saw Bill again. I am so in
Despite our differences, our friendship grew,
love. I hate that. I was so readytohave him
like a plant that takes root in a rock and
give me aridehome after class, but he never
thrives against all odds. At least for a while.
offered and I never asked. I was totally
What Jen and I did have in common
heartbroken. He did look good. Now he's all
was our writing. Our friendship evolved
I think about. I'm only going to end up getover our senior year of high school when we
ting hurt. I think he likes me, but I don't
co-edited the school literary magazine, hi
think he likes me enough. I'm babbling, I
ourfreetime we would co-author short stoknow. I miss you terribly Love, me (again).
ries, nonsensical poetry, and love letters to P.S. Please write soon. I'm so lonely and I
unattainable males.
feel so unloved and I amtotallyin love with
Bill. He's so nice. He doesn't talk much, but
When college separated us physicalI love him I love him I love him. Ugh. Shoot
ly, our letters brought ustogether,binding
me. Save me. Ugh. Ugh. Ugh."
and strengthening ourfriendship.We were
A few weekends each year, Jen and
both quiet, and neither of us made new
I
actually
did gettogether.The ensuing 48
acquaintances easily. We wrote at least
hours of hedonism usually took 20 to 30
twice a week to assure each other that we
diary pages to recount. Life with Jen was
did have friends, even if they lived across
always exciting.
the country. I received letters written on
aluminum foil or brown paper bags. She
I've heard that what counts in a
read letters inscribed on toilet paper or
relationship is not the person you are with,
cardboard. Our envelopes were adorned
but the person that you become with her or
with pulled quotes,fictionexcerpts or headhim. When Jen and Iteamedup, I had fun,
lines cut from magazines. Cosmopolitan I laughed. I lived her wildness vicariously—

the dyed black hair, the tattoos, the multipierced ears, the black clothes. Her aura of
cool was contagious.
By junior year, Jen had moved back
home to save money, while I had gathered
close friends and a serious boyfriend at
school. I rarely went home, and one weekend when I did, I spent so much time rushingfromone family event to another that I
didn't even see her. She felt snubbed, but
she nevertoldme.
For the next few weeks, my letters
weren't answered and my phone messages
weren't returned, but I still didn't realize
Jen was mad at me. I sent her a postcard
that I thought was adorable. It had a picture of a baby with its middlefingerup, and
it seemed like the perfect note to send to a
derelict pen pal. Still she didn't write, but I finally got a
hold of her on the phone.
Thafs when I discovered
she was furious with me
for not visiting her when I
was in town and for the
postcard, which had offended
her. We sent a couple of angry letters back and forth. I found her letters infuriating, and decided that I was sick of
putting so much energy into a painful relationship. We were already growing apart,
and this type of miscommunication happened before, always over an issue that
could be solved easily if we had expressed
our thoughts honestly. But we had always
been more concerned with entertaining
each other.
hi fact, the recurring theme of our
correspondence was our lack of sex and our
plans to remedy that lack. Jen was the first
person with whom I could speak freely
about sexuality without fear of censure. She
assured me that my desires were O.K, if
feverishly single-minded, whereas before
meeting Jen, I thought my feelings were
wrong and abnormal. Certainly the teen
magazines I read growing up offered and
endless series of articles listing "Ten great
reasonstoremain a virgin." Jen and I came
9 - on the issues
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up with corresponding reasons not to. For
example, virgins were eligible to be sacrificed to volcanoes.
We had no plans to accidentally
'lose it." Instead, we tried valiantly to pawn
it off on someone,tobe relieved of it.
Though in some ways it pains me to
remember that time in my life, I am interested in looking back at the person I used to
be. I kept all the letters she wrote me, and I
still have copies of some letters I wrote her.
"Jen, How was your weekend? Did
you further your fondling with Mark? This
weekend for me was lacking. The man
scene was woeful as usual. Friday night I
went to a party, but everyone there was
older than me, and I was quite the outcast.
Kristi got most inebriated and wigged out
on us. She cried andtoldthis huge sob story
of her life. I cried,too.But then she started
stumbling around, and Dana and this really cute but preppy guy tried to get her into
bed. They all tripped over the garbage can
and gracelessly plummeted to the floor in
an entangled heap offlailinglimbs. It was
supposed to be a serious situation, but it
was the funniest thing, so I buried my head
in my shirt and hoped they didn't realize
that I was laughing uncontrollably. Kristi
managed to bolt out of the dorm room and
sprint down the hall with the three of us following her right past the security guards.
She vomited in a maze-like trail down the
hall. Interestingly, you can observe the trail
of regurgitated pizza and beer leading to
the study hall that Kristi, in her bacchanalian frenzy, mistook as the bathroom. It was
soooo funny. I fear that I am too easily
amused these days. Write soon. I obviously
need some genuine stimulus in this dreary
existence. You are my idol. Love, Theresa."
Breaking up with boyfriends is
painful, but losing a girlfriend is much more
difficult. Perhaps my disappointment has to
do with how I've internalized the stereotype
ofwomen as nurturers. I have higher expectations of my female friends; I expect to
break up with boyfriends, but I hope friendships will last forever.
winter 1998 - 10

I had thought that Jen and I were so
close, so honest. Now I realize that all along
we had withheld our most important emotions and opinions. I miss the fun we had,
but I'm also glad that I've matured. It
wasn't Jen I neededtosay goodbyeto,it was
the person I became when I was with her.
She challenged my creativity and my sense
of humor, but she also encouraged the boycrazy, alcohol-abusing side of me. I learned
a lot about myself in my brief friendship
with her, things I didn't necessarily like.
Our relationship has come to represent an
awkward and erratic time in my life. Even
so, Pve kept her letters, I hold on to the
memories, and every so often I wonder how

Last August, Louisiana
enacted a statute creating
a second option for marriage. The fact that there
are now two types of formal, legal marriage available in that state (similar
legislation is pending in
Indiana and California, and
bills have been introduced

Till

she is doing. After re-reading her letters and
my diaries, I felt that I had to call her. We
talked and talked, as though nothing had
changed since we last spoke. She got another tattoo; she promises ifs her last. She still
dyes her hair, only now ifs done professionally to cover the gray. Despite her Catholicgirl wishes, she is living with a man and
there are no plans for marriage. Talking to
her again was good, and now I wonder if our
relationship could mature as we have.
Anyway, we promised we'd write.
Theresa Alan is a book editor for the
Geological Society of America. She lives in
Boulder, Colorado

Do Us Part

Louisiana has
created two
options for marriage.
Why stop
there?
by
Martha Albertson
Fineman

in six other states) repre-

bring more to celebrate than
to protest. By establishing
two forms of legal marriage,
Louisiana formally recognized that the institution has
no preordained characteristics that the state is compelled to enshrine in law. In
fact, covenant marriage
should be used to make a
radical point: the rules defin-

sents a true innovation in family law.

ing who may marry can be reformed over

Covenant marriage, as the conjugal varia-

time as society changes.

tion is called, may make a more serious

From the beginning of our country,

commitment possible since the couple

marriage has been referred to as the "basic

involved agree to counseling, both prior to

building block" of our society. As recently as

marriage and in the event of disputes.

the mid-1950s, marriage was the only state-

Divorce is possible only after a voluntary

approved form of sexual intimacy; in all

two-year separation or in cases where one

states, adultery, fornication, and non-marital

spouse has engaged in abuse, adultery,

cohabitation were punishable under criminal

abandonment, or the commission of a

law. Marriage was also the basis for legal

felony. Non-covenant marriage is governed

protection and for the conferral of economic

by the old system, whereby either spouse

benefits by the state; an idea that is still an

may declare the marriage irretrievably bro-

important part of political rhetoric. For

ken and seek divorce under no-fault rules.

example, in the recent welfare reform

Although some feminists were con-

debates, unmarried mothers were blamed for

cerned that the covenant might make it

everything from their own poverty to general

more difficult to leave an abusive relation-

social disintegration. But even though the

ship, the advent of choice in marriage may

same term is used to describe it, the "mar-

riage" of recent discussions is very differ-

institution of marriage. It is no longer

ted to their relationship but unsure if love

ent than it was earlier in our history.

essential to have a social institution to pro-

will last could plan in advance to limit their

Marriage has always been an institu-

vide for female economic

tion defined by laws. In defining marriage,

dependency. We value individ-

common law borrowed heavily from the

ual choice and self-determina-

English ecclesiastical courts. Consistent

tion. Thus, modern marriage is

with church doctrine, marriage was a life-

considered a partnership

long commitment, and the roles of husband

between equals, an arrange-

and wife were clearly defined as hierarchi-

ment to enhance lives and pro-

cal, reflecting and mimicking man's relation-

vide for personal happiness.

ship with God and King. Husbands were

Divorce is freely available and

heads of households, economically responsi-

people in this country readily

ble for wives and children, and possessing
the legal and moral authority to control and

take advantage of it.
The roles of the two peo-

discipline both. Married women were pre-

ple entering into marriage

cluded from owning property, making con-

have changed, but the institu-

tracts or establishing a domicile indepen-

marriage to a two- or five-year

Marriage
is referred to
as the "basic
building block"
of our society.
As recently as
the mid-1950's,
it was the only
state-approved
form of sexual
intimacy.

term—a "trial marriage."
When the term was up, the
marriage would be over
unless the couple exercised
an option to renew. A decision to renew would create a
permanent marriage tie—a
bond at least as binding as
no-fault divorce allows. If children resulted from any version of marriage, the state
could use existing rules of
support and custody to

tion itself continues to have

resolve disputes and protect

dent of their husbands. In exchange for his

an important economic dimen-

the children's interests.

obligation to support her, a wife owed her

sion in our society. Married people are enti-

Same-sex couples would be recognized, as

husband the duty of obedience as well as

tled to tax deductions and subsidies that

would plural or group marriages.

her domestic and sexual services.

two single people, even if they are clearly

Fortunately, we have experienced

Of course, why call these other

committed to each other, would not

arrangements "marriage?" The point in

social and legal movements challenging

receive. Given our commitment to equality,

using the term is that "marriage" is the

hierarchical relationships in favor of a norm

the question has become: why should these

legal label we use to connote valid forms of

of equality. As part of that larger movement,

benefits be limited to traditional, heterosex-

love and family. "Marriage" has important

feminists argued that the historical subjuga-

ual, formally "married" couples? They

symbolic significance, providing structure

tion of wives is archaic and unacceptable.

shouldn't, which is why Louisiana's

for intimacy as well as protection from dis-

Feminist attention to domestic violence and

covenant marriage is so important. It has

crimination. When people marry, they signal

abuse within families has challenged the

provided a necessary evolutionary step in

to society that they have cast their lots

idea of unfettered male discipline and con-

enabling further law reform. Since covenant

together and have agreed to care for each

trol within the family. Spousal abuse and

marriage is alleged to represent a more

other. Society subsidizes this union because

marital rape do still occur, but they are no

serious commitment than traditional mar-

we want to facilitate this kind of caring.

longer condoned as valid expressions of a

riage, why not balance it with options for

Since the need for and desire to care is not

husband's position within the family. A criti-

those who want a legal marriage with fewer

limited to heterosexual couples, all people

cal implication of the equality revolution is

state-imposed consequences? For example,

should be able to formalize their commit-

that women should be economically self-suf-

a private agreement to be married (particu-

ment to one another.

ficient. Legislation seeks to ensure that

larly if there are no minor children) could be

Louisiana is right—what is needed is
choice. Choice for all of us.

women receive equal pay and opportunity in

registered at a records bureau, a process

the workplace and that pregnant women

already in use for domestic partnership

and mothers, even those with infants, can

arrangements in several cities. The "mar-

Martha Fineman is a professor of law and

work outside the home. While discrimination

riage" created could be terminated in the

Director of the Feminism and Legal Theory

and harassment have not been eradicated,

same fashion.

Project at Columbia University. Her most

we have moved from a society where it was

Given that one in two marriages end

recent book is The Neutered Mother, The

accepted that women be prohibited from

in divorce, why not have a term marriage

Sexual Family, and Other Twentieth Century

working in some professions to a society

contract? Couples who feel firmly commit-

Tragedies (Routledge, 1995).

where women are legally entitled to all
opportunities open to men.
Clearly, changes as far-reaching as
those were bound to have an effect on the
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no safe place

f 1,

our most vulnerable
by the very people who are supp
A

fter a devastating car accident that left her permanently
bedridden and in need of around-the-clock care, Andrea**
became a long-term patient at the Laurelwood
Convalescent Hospital in North Hollywood, California. Paralyzed,
unable to speak, eat, or control her bowels or bladder, she also lost
the ability to summon help when she needed it. But she could still
smile, and register pain and discomfort. In 1982, her family was
unable to understand why Andrea suddenly became very restless,
whimpered a lot and cried more. But then they also hadn't understood why, against their wishes, Andrea had recently been moved
to an isolated room where she was attended only by male aides.
Then Andrea missed two periods, at which point it was discovered that this totally incapacitated woman, a patient in a state
convalescent home, was pregnant. Finally, staff understood why
Andrea's feeding tube had been mysteriously disrupted several
times.
Andrea's family sued and won a $7.5 million jury award.
But in 1993, an appeals court ruled that the "failure for the facility to provide security" did not constitute "professional negligence." In doing so, the court reversed the original verdict, sent the
case back to the trial court, and ordered that "each party bear its
own costs on appeal." Eventually, the case was settled out of court
for less than a million dollars. One can only ask: Just what would
constitute "professional negligence?"
Clearly, Andrea did not—and could not—consent to sexual intercourse. Totally disabled and trapped in her own body, she
was raped in a convalescent home charged with her care. Are
crimes not prosecuted when they occur on state property? Or
** Some ex-patients' names have been changed to protect their privacy.
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when the criminal is acting on behalf of the state? Is the state
above the law?
In 1986, a part-time program aide alleged that a female
resident at the DePaul Mental Health Services, Inc. in
Churchville, New York had been raped. What action was taken?
The aide was fired. When she brought a retaliatory discharge
action against her employer, the Monroe County Supreme Court
ruled that her firing was not based on this incident.
In 1992, in Pendleton, Oregon, Cathy Neely, a former
patient at the Eastern Oregon Psychiatric Center, brought a civil
rights action alleging that her right to personal security had been
violated by the center's staff, who failed to protect her from being
sexually assaulted by a psychiatric aide. Before Neely, in October
of 1988, a female patient at the same center had filed charges
against the same aide, alleging that "Jess Terry had put his hands
down her pants, fondled her vaginal area and her breasts and told
her that he had seen her lying naked in bed at night and wanted
to jump in with her." An in-house committee was convened—one
that failed to question the patient's mother, chaplain or treating
psychologist. Not surprisingly, the committee found "no evidence
to substantiate the charge."
In March of 1989, a second patient also accused Terry of
"putting his hands in her pants and his finger in her vagina," and
of "fondling her breasts." A second hearing was held at which
three additional patients testified that Terry "came on to" female
patients. Both the treating psychologist and a patient who witnessed the incidents in question testified for the woman. Again,
the committee concluded that "that there was no evidencetosubstantiate the charges." This time, however, Terry was issued a
written reprimand for "poor judgement" and put on his own good
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female patients are being raped
osed to care for th
behavior. He agreed never to be alone again with a female patient.
Yet from May through June of 1990, Terry "made sexual
remarks and innuendos, grabbed Neel/s breasts and kissed her
while she was using the bathroom, unzipped his pants and
exposed himself, rubbed her vagina, lay on top of her, and told her
to cooperate." Neely finally won the right to a trial against the
superintendent of the psychiatric center, and reached a financial
settlement before trial—perhaps because there were records on
file which showed that prior to her allegations, two other female
patients had made similar accusations against Terry. The inhouse committee also found Terry guilty of a sex crime and fired
him.
One might conclude that a woman—a psychiatric patient
especially—will not be believed unless at least five other women
independently claim that they too have previously been sexually
assaulted by the same man, at least two treating psychologists
find her "credible," and the institution officially documents her
allegations and does not misplace or destroy the records.
If so, this bodes well for an upcoming class action suit
which has been brought in federal court against the highest ranking officials of Nebraska's Department of Public Institutions. The
four named female plaintiffs range in age from 19 to 62 years, and
are mentally ill and/or developmentally disabled. This in itself is
surprising, because once someone is labeled "mentally ill," whatever she says will either be used against her, or will not be
believed.
Prom July 1991 through July 1994, the four women stated they were repeatedly and savagely gang-raped by the same
three male psychiatric inmates at the Hastings Regional Center
(HRC) in Hastings, Nebraska. They were also beaten, kicked,

bruised and further threatened by their rapists. The rapes were
reported immediately, consistently, and repeatedly by the victims
and by other patients. The staff kept a record; they also discussed
the attacks with one another. Despite all this, the women received
treatment only for their physical injuries, and their attackers
went unpunished.
Incredibly, the staff instead disciplined the women for
reporting and protesting their rapes! The victims—not their
attackers—were put on ward restriction (no group activities, no
outdoor walks) ostensibly "for their own safety," placed in isolation
rooms, and often tied down, both hand and foot, in leather
restraints, for days at a time. In effect, they were tortured for having been gang-raped. Tied down, restrained, isolated, these
women experienced terrifying flashbacks of earlier abuse, which
may have contributed to their mental illness in the first place.
"High-functioning, exploitative males were placed in the
patient population with highly vulnerable females," charges
Omaha attorney Bruce Mason, who filed the suit along with
Shirley Mora James and Tania Diaz, both attorneys with
Nebraska Advocacy Services. The suit alleges that many staff
members were "deliberately indifferent" in allowing the "pattern
of rapes and sexual exploitation to continue," particularly for
women who had been sexually assaulted as children or in their
earlier lives. The attorneys say that by allowing the attacks to
continue, employees created an "inherently dangerous" environment for the women.
The Nebraska women, extremely courageous to pursue
legal vindication under the circumstances, are asking for monetary damages and demanding structural changes in the way
HRC operates.
13 - on the issues
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Across the country, disabled or sick women, who are considerably less able to protect themselvesfromrape than the average woman, are subjected to brutal sexual assault, either by the
staff employed to care for them, or by male inmates, from whom
they are not adequately protected. Invariably, the nation's private
and public mental institutions, hospitals, convalescent homes and
other treatment facilities look the other way or shrug off the
attacks as consensual sex—even when that is impossible—or
they deny the rapes outright. All too often, so do America's courts.
If able-bodied women have a difficult time getting their testimony
accepted in rape cases, imagine the legal horrors facing the hand-
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asylums can be gruesome places in which to be confined or work.
AH too often, wards—and patients—reek of urine or feces.
Relatives of inmates have long complained that clothing, books
and magazines, even food purchased to supplement low-quality
institutional meals, are frequently stolen by aides. A major reason
for this may be the meager salaries paid to entry-level employees.
In many cases, such aides make only minimum wage, and are
expected to work long hours in environments that would depress
even the most stable of us. Now it seems, sex on demand with
patients—who are forced into compliance because chances are
good that no one will believe them—has become a job perk.

In what sense
medicated female captive agre to
rape? Or, afterward be believec as
icapped or mentally ill.
Sadly, this isn't new. Remember Willowbrook State School
(1952-1975)—the infamous Staten Island, New York facility that
made national headlines because instead of treating its inmates,
it warehoused them out of sight, brutalized, broken. What you
probably didn't hear about (since Geraldo Rivera didn't expose
this sexual underbelly during his investigation of the school) was
the routine sexual abuse of inmates by other inmates and by lowranking staff. At Willowbrook, non-mentally retarded teenage
girls, whose families had them incarcerated for "uppity" sexual
behavior, were sometimes raped by other inmates and staff! When
they were impregnated, they were given abortions, or they gave
birth to infants who were whisked away for adoption. You didn't
hear about it, because then, like now, such abuse was apparently
acceptable or overlooked—and because well-meaning whistleblowers on the staff were terrorized into silence or early
retirement.
Since Reagan's infamous budget cuts, mental institutions
in America, particularly state facilities, have barely been able to
make ends meet. Poorly designed, tended, staffed and managed,
winter 1998 - 14

Male psychiatric patients are not safe either. For example,
one highly intelligent, but chronically schizophrenic man, who
was hospitalized long-term in a Georgia facility, was anally raped
so many times by male aides that he finally asked his family if he
was a man or a woman.
Over the years, I have interviewed many psychiatric
patients who have reported being raped in facilities across this
country, both by staff and by other inmates. Women's physical
injuries were sometimes so severe they required hospital
treatment^-but despite this, employees rarelyfiledpolice reports,
and almost never restricted the rapists to their wards or transferred them to institutions for the criminally insane. No action
was taken by the authorities. In fact, employees often concluded
that whatever had happened, if anything, was probably "consensual sex," and that the women had "wanted" it.
But such patients are, in various ways, incapable of either
consenting to sex or defending themselves against their rapists.
Sarah** had been a severely abused child, whose parents committed her as a teenager after she'd tried to run away. Her relatives rarely visited her, but when Sarah turned 21, they allowed

physicians to perform a lobotomy. After having her brain mutilated, she was heavily—and perhaps wrongfully—medicated for
more than 25 years.
hi an interview, this woman described her rapes as "bad
things like in a bad dream in which bad boys hurt me and raped
me. It was like torture." In what sense can a lobotomized and
heavily medicated female captive agree to consensual sex or effectively resist rape? Or, afterward, be believed as a credible witness?
Ellie** is mentally retarded. She also suffered from posttraumatic stress disorder due to a childhood history of sexual and
physical violence. After she reported being raped for thefirsttime,

This woman continues to have nightmares about her father and
has had similar nightmares about the men who raped her while
she was psychiatrically incarcerated.
As a child, Dana** had been horrendously abused by her
mother, her father, and other male and female relatives, both sexually and physically While institutionalized, she was raped and
gang-raped by male psychiatric inmates. Unable to find anyone
who would believe her reports, she became depressed and tried to
cut herself with a pen-knife. She recalls being "tackled by staff
members and put in restraints," which made her feel utterly
"defeated."

can a lobotomizec. and heavily
consensual sex or effectively resist
a credible witness?
she recalls that staff members "tackled me to the floor, put me in
a straitjacket. I would scream. They would mock me, which made
me angry. Every time while I was straitjacketed that I tried to talk
about my feelings they'd just ignore me."
"The staff didn't try to help me at all. If they would have
just listened to me instead ofridiculingme it would have calmed
me down. No one had any sympathy for me. They treated me like
an animal, a crazy lady."
When Ellie reported a second rape, she says that the staff
"didn't do anything about it, they didn't do any paperwork, they
just let it go. I askedtobe examined. They said no. I think the head
nurse blamed me for it. She said I consented but I didn't consent.
She said I was lying and restricted me to the unit."
After being raped repeatedly, Martha** finally "tried to
run away from that place. When they found me, they didn't ask
what problems I was having or anything. They just put me in a
straitjacket."
Patti** describes the attacks as feeling like 'just another
situation with my dad. In the sixth grade I told a counselor that
my dad was abusing me and my mother blamed me for lying."

She explained that being tied in leather restraints by staff
"reminded her of when her mom held her down for her dad to
assault." Placed in restraints, straitjacketed, isolated after reporting her rape, Dana had flashbacks, over and over again, of a
repeated childhood occurrence in which she was locked in a "very
hot room with no food and no water" for days at a time.
Such staff responses to inmate allegations of rape are
extremely retraumatizing. As numerous studies have indicated, a
large proportion of women in psychiatric and other institutions
have harrowing histories of incest and childhood sexual abuse. It
is probably why they are there in the first place.
Female (and male) patients are raped precisely because
they are helpless; routinely, their very vulnerability is also used to
minimize or justify the crime: she didn't know what was happening anyway, she seemed to like it, she didn't die, she didn't fight,
so why complain? Being diagnosed as mentally ill—because you
have been savagely abused and never treated—also renders the
female mental patient "non-credible."
Imagine if you had to continue living in the same small,
controlled space as your rapist, in constant fear of future assaults.
15 - on the issues

What if this had already happened to you before, perhaps in your
own family? What if this had driven you over the edge in the first
place, and you'd landed in the nearest state institution to regain
some peace of mind, presumably safe from such lawlessness?
What if the same thing happened—and kept happening—
to you in this so-called place of refuge?
Ah, friends, there is little "asylum" in America. Women
who have been repeatedly raped in childhood—often by authorityfiguresin their own families—are traumatized human beings;
as such, they are often diagnosed as borderline personalities, or as

disbelieve and punish the female (or male) sexual victim in their
midst. Staff, both male and female staffers may themselves have
a vested interest in punishing those women who "tell."
Thus, when women or men are raped in American
institutions—whether they be psychiatric wards, jails, prisons, or
facilities for the mentally retarded and multiply disabled—the
absent physicians and the overworked and poorly trained
employees usually deny that anything criminal or traumatic has
occurred. Institutional staff tend to look the other way ("give them
some privacy"), deny that a staff member has raped an inmate, or

Some of us have had enou
are epidemic, inflict lifelong harm,
return to rape again. And again.
suffering from substance abuse or post-traumatic stress disorder.
If they are institutionalized, they are rarely treated as the torture
victims they truly are. Instead of being trained to understand this,
most institutional staff—psychiatrists, psychologists, nurses, and
attendants alike—do not believe the rape victims, nor do they
think of rape as a "big deal."
For more than 20 years, courtesy of feminist activism and
feminist academic and clinical studies, data has been available in
psychiatric, psychological, nursing, and social work journals that
describes rape trauma syndrome, confirms how serious it is, and
outlines treatment protocols. There is no excuse for psychiatric
staff who fail to diagnose and compassionately treat such victims
of violence.
The coarsening, deadening effects of institutional structures are too hard for individual staff to overcome, especially if
they're overworked and forced to conform to authority. Most
staff—from psychiatrists to orderlies—tend to reflect society's prevailing prejudices. In addition, they have the power to brutally
enforce traditional misogynist views. Thus, such staff will usually
winter 1998 - 16

maintain that sex between inmates is simply "consensual."
Compassionate staff say that "mental patients are also
entitled to love." But in my view, rape is not love. Perhaps people
still confuse the two. Both criminal and non-criminal inmates are
entitled to conjugal visits and on-ward sex—when, and only when
it is truly consensual.
Society has an obligation to keep criminals in jail, not to
release them into the "therapeutic" culture. What we need are
longer sentences upfront, not institutionalization afterward—
especially since the mandatory treatment of sex offenders rarely
works.
Legislators have long fancied themselves gynecologists in
the matter of abortion; now, judges have deemed themselves psychiatrists. Sex offenders are no longer merely criminals. By judicial diagnosis, they are "mentally abnormal," have "personality
disorders," and/or are likely to engage in future acts of a sexually
predatory nature.
On June 23, 1997, in Kansas v. Leroy Hendricks, the
Supreme Court upheld the 1994 Kansas Sexually Violent
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Predator Act that allows the state to commit a sex offender to a
mental asylum—perhaps indefinitely—until he can show that he
is no longer "dangerous" or subject to "irresistible impulses."
The defendant, 62-year-old Leroy Hendricks, admits that
when he gets "stressed out," he "can't control the urge" to molest.
Ironically, Justice Clarence Thomas upheld the involuntary, civil
commitment of sexual predators. His decision stresses that such
civil commitment is meant to provide treatment rather than punishment, and that "the conditions surrounding confinement do not
suggest a punitive purpose...such restraint of the dangerously
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believe such men might do to other inmates in state custody?
Especially to male or female inmates who are childlike in height,
weight, or mental abilities, and may in addition be sedated, straitjacketed, physically disabled, deaf, blind, wheelchair-bound, or
lobotomized?
Absent treatment (and, liberal wishful thinking aside,
there is none), sex offenders will do what they do best, and what
we allow them to get away with.
The institutional structures have to change—which cannot happen unless we, the people, allocate more money for appro-

gh. We say: Pedophiles and rapists
serve short (if any) sentences, and
mentally ill has been historically regarded as a legitimate nonpunitive objective."
Thirty-eight states have urged courts to allow sex offenders to be detained beyond their served sentences as "mentally
abnormal." Similar civil commitment acts targeting sexual predators have been passed in the states of Arizona, California,
Minnesota, New Jersey, Washington and Wisconsin—often after a
child had been murdered as well as raped. Some of us have had
enough. We say: Pedophiles and rapists are epidemic, they inflict
lifelong harm, serve short (if any) sentences, and return to rape
again. And again.
Others of us, especially civil libertarian and anti-institutional psychiatry organizations, are afraid that the state will exercise its new psychiatric powers in biased, political ways. We say: It
always has.
Don't get me wrong. I'm still in favor of locking up
pedophiles and rapists of adults for a good long time—maybe forever—but I'm afraid of something else. If the courts hold that sex
offenders are too dangerous to roam society's streets, what do they

priate staff training, skilled therapy, and rehabilitation programs.
There is no excuse for subjecting late-twentieth-century institutional inmates to the same awful conditions that existed in the
nineteenth century. Then, people did not understand incest or
rape or domestic battery, nor what their effects were. Today, we
understand these abuses fully. We even have some effective methods of dealing with them.
I hope the Supreme Court's decision is used to lock all serial rapists and pedophiles away—but only with each other. And
sure, go ahead and try to treat 'em—feel free to use my tax
dollars—but only if you treat their victims first. We owe it to our
most vulnerable patients to do just that. •
Phyllis Chesler, Ph.D is a professor of psychology and women's
studies and the author of 9 books. A 25th Anniversary Edition of
Women and Madness with a new introduction is available this
November from Four Walls Eight Windows Press, and a new
book, Letters to a Young Feminist will be published by the same
press in February 1998.
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My Body, My Choice, M
CONSENT TO SEX IS NOT CONSENT
TO PREGNANCY
By Eileen McDonagh

N

early 25-years after feminists celebrated Roe u. Wade,
many women still undergo pregnancy against their will.
Their choice to have an abortion is blocked by the Supreme
Court, which deemed it constitutional to prohibit federal funding
or the use of public facilities for an abortion, to demand parental
consent from minors, and impose 24-hour waiting periods and
"gag rules." The result: for millions of poor and/or young women,
the right to end a pregnancy is little more than a meaningless
abstraction, akin to the right to choosefiletmignon for breakfast.
It's time, therefore, to reframe the legal argument so that women
not only gain the constitutional right to choose an abortion, but
also the constitutional right to government assistance, if necessary, in obtaining one.
How? The first step in accomplishing real abortion rights
is to stop arguing about what a fetus "is"—whether it is a fullfledged miniature citizen or an amphibious lump of tissue— and
establish what a fetus "does" to a woman.
According to a standard law dictionary, pregnancy is
defined as "the condition in a woman's body resulting from a fertilized ovum." What the fertilized ovum and later the fetus "does,"
obviously, is to affect a woman in such a way that her body changes
from a non-pregnant to a pregnant condition. As the Court stated
in Casey in 1992 (which upheld all abortion restrictions except the
rule requiring that a woman notify her spouse), "the mother who
carries a child to full term is subject to anxieties, to physical constraints, to pain that only she must bear." So, while the Court recognizes that pregnancy involves massive changes in a woman's
body that affect her alone, those burdens have not been connected
to the fertilized ovum.
The question the Court must then address is, who or what
subjects the mother to those anxieties, physical constraints, and
pain? The answer is: the fetus. For this reason, abortion rights
must be based not only on a woman's right to choose to undergo
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an abortion, but also on her right to choose to undergo the enormous changes to her body which are wrought by the fetus.
From Choice to Consent
Consent is our most basic right and the foundation of all relationships in our society and in our legal system. Your right to consent
to what is done to your body or liberty composes the legal definition of harm, even if the action undertaken without your consent
was a beneficial one. If you need a lifesaving operation, for example, and the surgeon proceeds without garnering your consent,
that procedure can constitute legal harm. Similarly, parents of
minors are obligated to care for their children and yet still have a
right to consent when donations of an organ or blood from the parent's body are involved in their offspring's care. Even in the case of
an attack by a mentally ill person, someone who had no intention
of hurting you nor any understanding of what they did, the law
would still recognize that your body or liberty was violated without your consent, thus constituting harm.
Individual consent in our society and our legal system is
of primary importance. Bearing that in mind, if a woman does not
agree to the ways a fetus affects her body and liberty, then, by definition, the fetus is legally harming her. To say that a medically
normal pregnancy is a serious bodily injury is already established
in the law in contexts other than abortion. It is termed "wrongful
pregnancy." In civil cases, when a physician incompetently sterilizes a man or woman and pregnancy ensues, a woman can sue for
hundreds of thousands of dollars, even if the pregnancy was medically normal, the child is born healthy, and the woman opts to
keep the child rather than surrender it for adoption. This is
because the pregnancy itself was non-consensual, connoting a
serious injury. In criminal proceedings, wrongful pregnancy
occurs when conception follows rape or incest. In such cases, the
perpetrator receives punishments for the injury of non-consensu-

y Consent
al pregnancy that are additional to those imposed for the rape or
incest itself.
Pregnancy undergone against one's will is quite a violation, hi medical terms, even a normal pregnancy is an extraordinary condition. Hormones may rise to 400 times their base levels.
A woman's respiratory system drastically changes, causing a 40
percent increase in cardiac volume and a 15 percent increase in
blood pressure. A new organ is grown in a woman's body, the placenta, and her entire circulatory system is rerouted in order to
make her blood supply usable for the growing fetus. Given the
quantity and quality of the effects of a fetus on a woman's body
and liberty, if a woman does not consent, that fetus is massively
harming her.
Put another way, imagine what would happen if someone
injected Justice Scalia with 400 times the base level of a hormone,
or placed a new organ in his body. Without consent, we would all
agree that the Justice was being seriously injured, and it's a sure
bet that Scalia himself would be on the phone calling for government assistance in defending himself against such massive, nonconsensual changes to his body, and his liberty. So, too, with pregnancy.
One can argue that if a woman consents to intercourse, by
implication sh< has consented to pregnancy. But even in legal
terms, this is not true. Sex is not the same condition as pregnancy,
it only creates the risk that pregnancy will occur. The law does not
require a person to consent to injuries just because that person
consented to take a risk. A person who walks down a dark alley
late at night risks being injured by an attacker, for example, but
that does not obligate the pedestrian to consent to the injuries of
an attack. On the contrary, no one ever loses the right to consent
to how others affect one's body and liberty.
When a fetus affects a woman's body and liberty in pregnancy without consent, the changes are so massive, they meet the
standards currently set in law for the use of deadly force in selfdefense. States currently recognize three contexts where deadly
force is justified: when one is threatened with death; when one is
threatened with a serious bodily injury (defined as damage or loss
of use of an organ or limb for a protracted period of time, such as
six weeks); and the invasion of one's liberty, such as in kidnaping,
rape, or slavery. Deadly force, of course, is justified to stop the fetus
from threatening a woman with death. But deadly force is also justified to stop the fetus from imposing the massive number of
changes ocurring in even a normal pregnancy, if a woman does not
consent to those changes. The fetus also profoundly affects a
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woman's liberty when she is pregnant, so that without consent,
pregnancy is similar to kidnaping or enslavement. A pregnant
woman, after all, is forced to be with the fetus at all times and be
responsible for it, yet she cannot control its actions on her body.
From Rights to Funding
Abortion rights are currently based on the due process right of
choice, or privacy, which is the right to control your body without
interference from the state. Unfortunately, the right of choice generally does not obligate the governmenttoprovide funds for you to
exercise that right (just as the right to choose who to marry does
not obligate the government to pay for your wedding). However, if
abortion is approached not as a woman's right to choose what to
do with her own body, but as her right to consent to the way the
fetus, as a state-protected entity, affects her body, then new constitutional issues are raised.
The law already recognizes that non-consensual pregnancy construes a serious violation and a wrongful pregnancy. It can
then be argued that when a fetus affects a woman's body without
consent, it seriously harms her. The constitutional issue now is the
government's response to the fetus's harm.
The equal protection guarantee in the Constitution
obligates the government to provide the same assistancetopeople
who are similarly situated. Thus, if the government provides assistance to some people who are harmed, the government is constitutionally obligated to provide assistance to others who are
harmed.
Currently, the government spends taxpayers' money to
stop someone from stealing evenfivedollars from another citizen.
The government can do no less for pregnant women. Five dollars
is a minor offense, particularly when compared to having one's
body hijacked for nine months. It is an injustice for the government to protect one citizen from a petty thief and yet allow the
much greater violation of an unwanted pregnancy to carry on in
another citizen. By law, they must offer the taxpayer protection; in
this case, an abortion.
Starting with Roe itself, the Court has bent over backward
providing the constitutional protection of the fetus. Those means
of protecting the fetus cannot deny a woman her constitutional
right to equal state protection of her bodily integrity and liberty.
The constitutional path to abortion rights via Roe was a
critical one, but subsequent decisions have revealed ittobe a route
that is narrow and easily obstructed. Basing abortion rights on a
- continued on page 60
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flaying like a girl;
i's a hoop dreai
by ANNGEL DELANEY

f\ housands of females, from skinned-kneed kindergartners
to the silver-haired and stiff-of-joint, pour through the
gates of New York City's Madison Square Garden. Their Tshirts and jerseys, emblazoned with large 50s and 11s, conform to
an unwritten dress code. The decibels reach a painful level as fans
stomp, roar, and clap when favorite players drive to the basket,
stop short for a jump shot or dive off the court for a loose ball.
Banners billow, proclaiming "Give me Liberty, Give me
Lobo," or "Lesbians for Liberty," as the audience bellows.
Post-game, hordes roam the hallways in search of autographs or glimpses of their heroes: Rebecca Lobo (number 50), Teresa Weatherspoon (number 11), Kym
Hampton (number 34). "There's Sue Wicks!"
screams an enthusiastic 12-year-old as she takes
off running, with a growing crowd behind her.
Where did this new sporting phenomenon, known as the WNBA (Women's
National Basketball Association), come
from? Why are there suddenly
McDonald's commercials that combine
kids, Chicken McNuggets and the
WNBA Defensive Player of the Year,
Teresa Weatherspoon? Women's
pro basketball is not, after all, a
novel concept in the U.S. The
Women's
Professional
Basketball League lasted
three seasons (1978-81),
as did the Women's
World Basketball
Association (199295). These were
leagues before their
time. The media coverage was missing,
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N BALL GAME
is no longer an insult,
m millions aspire to.
T R E N D S

and—in the absence of the years of high-tech training that has
transformed male basketball —so was a professional level of play.
Then there was the liberty Basketball Association, which sank,
blessedly, into retirement after a single exhibition game in 1991. In
nipple-revealing unitards so tight the women looked shrinkwrapped, they played on shortened courts, with lowered baskets. At
this game, which confused players with playgirl cheerleaders, it
wasn't just the baskets that were lowered. Whatever this was, it
wasn't pro basketball.
Since Nixon signed of Title IX of the Civil Rights Act in
1972, which required schools and colleges receiving federal funding to offer equal opportunities to female athletes, the number of
girls and women participating in sports in this country has
increased more than eightfold. Today, there are an estimated 2.5
million girls in high school sports, compared to 294,000 twenty-five
years ago, according to the National Federation of High School
Associations. As a result there are more women prepared for the
rigors of professional sports, and an ever-growing number of fans
anxious to see women competing in their favorite sports—both of
which translate into increased respect for female athletes and athletic events. Nowhere has this been so clearly demonstrated as in
women's basketball. In 1996, the USA women's Olympic team
drew over 30,000 spectators to each of its six consecutive games on
their way to capturing the gold medal. That same year, A record
2.85 million households watched the NCAA women's championship on ESPN.
These numbers, and the fact that last year some 41 million
American females regularly participated in sports and outdoor
activities, gave savvy NBA executives a green light to launch the
WNBA. The first game of the eight-team league was in June, 1997.
And by season's end, in August, auditoriums nationwide were
packed to capacity, double the attendance projections. National TV
coverage didn't hurt. At their 28 games this summer, over one million fans attended in person, and an additional 50 million tuned in
to NBC (which captured mainstream viewers), ESPN (for hard-

core sports aficionados), or Lifetime (which attracts a mainly
female audience). It was a stunning beginning. The WNBA's inaugural season, say sports analysts, received the most thorough coverage of any startup league in the history of any sport.
Unlike the NBA crowd, which is mostly male, white, and
white-collar corporate (who else can afford tickets that begin at
$20, and range upward of $1,500 for courtside seats?), the WNBA
audience is unprecedentedly diverse in race, age and socio-economic background. And while they are predominantly female,
there are also significant numbers of men: kids, boyfriends and
fathers with their daughters, as weD as those who attend the game
out of curiosity or simple addiction to the sport. With ticket prices
between $8 and $45 (and courtside seats at $150), the WNBA is
one of the most affordable and accessible professional sports
around.
Revolutionary numbers of women are securing their
places and season tickets in arenas that have traditionally
been bastions of masculinity. Sociologists please note: contrary to studies that find young girls in mixed-gender
groups tend toward timidity and shyness, these youthful
female fans are yelling the loudest, and strong-arming their
way ahead of boys and men for souvenirs, handshakes, and hugsfromplayers. They are
dedicated (and determined) in their
devotion. One third grade New York
Liberty fan was observed battling
through the crowd like a small tank.
Arriving triumphantly at the front of the souvenir
stand, she proudly proclaimed (and probably started a
trend) that she'd named her pet hamster after the
Liberty's starting center, Rebecca Lobo.
Role model responsibility

Unlike many professional sports where the male
stars and supposed role models are at best often

top out at 6'4", but can be considerably shortimmature and avaricious, and at worst, spouse
er—the Sparks' Wideman is only 5'6".
and substance abusers, the women of the WNBA
One of the most noticeable differences
represent a new kind of hero. Gracious and genbetween the two games is that men spend a lot
erous to their fans, they warm to crowds in ways
of time dunking—-it's easiertojam the ball into
most male players, as spoiled as rock stars or forthe hoop when you need to do little more than
eign potentates, wouldn't deign to do. Michele
fully extend your arm. Most women players,
Timms, the Phoenix Mercury's point guard,
who by comparison are height-challenged,
spent two hours in the scorching sun signing
have to find more creative ways to get the ball
autographs after a grueling game. Forced to
Michele Timms, Phoenix Mercury
to the basket. Even the few who can dunk
leave for another appointment while fans were
PHOTO GREG FOSTER
often don't because of the threat of injury
still on line, she penned an apologetic letter to
posed
by
the
congestion
under the basket in women's games.
them, published in the Aiizona Republic newspaper, for not getting
Women's basketball may be a tad slower than men's, but it's
to all of them that day.
a more strategic and team-oriented form of the game. And what
"Being a role model is my most important contribution to
women's basketball," says the 32-year-old Timms, and you believe fans seem to enjoy most about the new women's game is that it
her. Other WNBA players feel the same way. Perhaps these women matches the intensity of men's pro basketball. These women may
take the responsibility seriously because they grew up in a world not be making all the same moves as Michael Jordan, but they are
as skilled in what they do, as aggressive, as willing to work up as
with few women sports heroes. "It wasn't until high school that I
had a chance to see women play, it's a lot different now," says Los much of a sweat and to dive for the ball as often. Both games are
physically and emotionally demanding. They can also be bruising,
Angeles Sparks point guard Jamila Wideman. "I hope to be a role
model both on and off thefloor.I'd like girls to see that it's okay to as 6'1" Houston Comets forward Wanda Guyton knows. During the
playoffs this summer, Comets forward Tina Thompson went up for
be competitive and aggressive. They aren't always encouraged in
a rebound and smashed into Guyton on the way down, knocking
that. But while I give everything I've got to the game, I also think
there's a place for unselfishness on the floor. On or off the floor, the her out cold. Fans watched anxiously as she was carried off on a
stretcher, wearing a neck irnmobilizer.
way I present myself should be why someone does or does not
respect me. Not because I dribble well."
But the most striking difference between the men's and
And dribble well they do. But the action on the women's women's leagues is not in the number of points or rebounds per
basketball court differs from men's. "It's a totalgame, or the number of injuries, but in salary. In
Rebecca Lobo, New York Liberty
ly different game," says Sue Wicks, the Liberty's
sports, as in the ordinary workplace, women
PHOTO WILL HART
6'3" center. "If you gotowomen's pro basketball
still have a long way to go to achieve parity in
looking for men's playing style, you won't find
income. The average male player makes
it." A number of the women's bastketball regu$28,000 a game, for a season's total of some $2.3
lations are based on gender-indifferent collemillion. The average WBNA player makes only
giate play, such as the distance of the threeslightly more than that, $30,000—for an entire
point line, the size of the ball, and the freeseason. Even the highest paid WNBA s t a r s throw lane, in an effort to keep the game fast
Lisa Leslie, Rebecca Lobo, and Sheryl
and furious. But many of the rules for women's
Swoopes—receive an estimated $250,000
pro basketball were adopted from the NBA.
annually, while NBA players like Patrick
The court is the same size, and the baskets are
Ewing rake in upwards of $17 million
the same height—10 feet. The women, howevEndorsements are much less of a bonus
er, are a lot shorter. Male basketball players
for women. Lobo has a sizeable Reebok conoften reach seven feet or more, women usually
tract, and Swoopes a Nike shoe named after her
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(both women endorse a variety of other prodThe women are also giving back to the
ucts), but women's deals pale in comparison to
communities that support them. Breast cancer
men's endorsement portfolios. Men's endorseis a concern for female players, as it is for all
ments still dwarf women's by about 10 to one.
women, and during time outs and half time, as
Absent from WNBA games, happily, are
part of the league's "Shoot for the Cure" camthe troupes of scantily-clad women who dance
paign, female fans shoot jump shots to raise
for a mostly male audience. Absent too are the
money for breast cancer research. Cynthia
Cooper, a guard for the league champion
stars on occasion, for a reason never seen in male
Comets and the WNBA's Most Valuable Player
basketball—maternity leave. Comets guard
Sue Wicks, New York Liberty
this year, appears in public service ads for
Sheryl Swoopes, one of the league's most celePHOTO CHUCK SOLOMON
breast cancer awareness and education, and
brated players, missed two-thirds of this sumopenly discusses her mother's battle with the disease. Off the
mer's games because she went into labor shortly after the season
court, players donate their time to sports clinics for underpriviopened. She returned to playfiveweeks after the birth of her first
leged girls.
child. While Sheryl ran the Comets offense, child care for her infant
son Jordan was supplied by his stay-at-home father, Eric Jackson.
Forced abroad for recognition (and dollars)

Surprisingly, since American women started playing basketball in
Balanced Lives
1892 (wearing floor- length frocks at Smith College), we lag
Women players, long denied the opportunity to play professional
behind
most of the rest of the world in appreciating women's bassports in this country,frequentlyhad careers in other professions
ketball. For decades, there have been professional women's
before basketball. Cleveland Rockers' guard Lynette Woodard,
leagues in Brazil, China, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Russia, and
who was the first female Harlem Globetrotter, is a stockbroker,
Turkey, to name just a few, and the best American players have
who uses a laptop and cell phone to stay in touch with her clients
from the road. Both "games" are similar, she says, describing how traveled thousands of miles to compete at a level that was
unavailable to them in the U.S.. Equally surprising is the fact that
brokers and basketball players have to "hustle, play good defense,
the foreign teams often pay their players substantially more.
and rebound when things go wrong." Jamila Wideman is a
Hungary offered ABL player, Katrina McClain $300,000 to woo
Stanford University graduate, law school bound in 1998 (incidenher to Europe. The American forward turned it down for one-sixth
tally, she is also the daughter of Pulitzer Prize-winning author
of that sum to play on the U.S. Olympic team. "I
John Edgar Wideman). Rhonda Blades, the
Liberty's three-point specialist, is a nurse practi- Lynette Woodard, Cleveland Rockers was earning $20,000 a month in Japan," Kym
PHOTO GREGG SHAMUS
Hampton, the 6'2" Liberty center told On The
tioner.
Issues, an income she has yet to match in the
Aside from a more rounded life than
US.
many male players, the WNBA's women display
Player traffic is now beginning to go the
a gratitude for the league that is usually lacking
other way, in our direction, despite the lower
in professional sports. "I feel fortunate and
American
pay scales. Major contributing factors
blessed by God to have this chance," says basketare the higher level of play and larger concenball mega-star Rebecca Lobo. "When I look back
tration of star players currently in the States. A
fifty years from now, I know 111 feel proud to be
number of the world's top players—Australia's
one of the first people to get this thing off the
Michele Timms (Phoenix Mercury), Russia's
ground." It's a refreshingly humble response for
Elena Baranova (Utah Starzz) and China's
an athlete of her stature—24-year-old Lobo is an
Zheng Haixia (Los Angeles Sparks) among
Olympic gold medalist, NCAA champion, and
them—left home to join American teams.
WNBA superstar.
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Room for Two Leagues?
The NBA is also not the only
league that the WNBA is
compared to, on or off the I
court. Women of the I
American
Basketball
League (ABL) are also vying
for the attention of the American
public. Both women's leagues have similarly high
levels of competitive play, and both feature stal
players from the NCAA championship teama
and the 1996 Olympic team. The major differ-1
ence between the two leagues, however, is medial
magic and marketing. While the ABL spent $1.5
million on marketing its 1996 season, the WNBA
shelled out 10 times that amount, which clearly paid
off.
The ABL touts itself as the "real league," which,
according to its ads has "real players," who earn $70,000 a season. Their season is much longer than the WNBA's—40 games
versus 28. That's because the ABL has a corner on the traditional
basketball season-^October through February. But they also
have to compete for attention with well-established college
basketball and football, as well as men's pro basketball,
football, and hockey. The WNBA, on the other hand, is a
summertime league, offering games only when men's professional sports are slow. The ABL is fond of pointing out
that the WNBA only gets to play when the big boys (the NBA,
its sibling league) aren't using the gym in the summer. I
A Whole New Game, a Whole New Industry

Professional sports in this country have long been big
business, and the moneymaking machine that women's
basketball has suddenly become is generating an industry
which employs legions of women. Not only female athletes and
coaches, but sports managers, writers, broadcasters, designers,
advertisers, and vast numbers of support personnel, from towel
girls to marketing executives. With women increasingly influencing sportsfromevery angle, sportswear and equipment manufacturers are more frequently targeting women in their advertising
campaigns. Lady Foot Locker's current commercial is typical of
the new vogue—women athletes lifting weights, swimming and
playing soccer to a soundtrack of a revamped, and very muscular
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version of Helen Ready's "I Am
Woman." Young girls can now
see their futures in tenacious
point guards like Teresa
Weatherspoon, or in sports
league presidents like

I the

WNBA's

Val

Ackerman.
The hype around
the WNBA has simultaneously fed off and
contributed to the already growing women's
sports industry. This year, Sports Illustrated's
Women/Sport and Conde Nast's Sports for
Women appeared on newsstands. These magaes depart widely from traditional women's
publications, offering tips on downhill mountain biking and faster marathon times instead
of how to keep him interested or lose weight in
five easy steps. The new sports magazines feature a catch-me-if-you-can aesthetic that has
nothing to do with getting a man, and everyto do with winning. It's an attitude that
appeals to the post-Title IX generation who want
know all there is to know about sports from
[venture racing to kick-boxing to soccer. As Sports
or Women's premier issue states, "The new American
woman no longer asks if she can play—she shows up
with the ball."
I The growing popularity of the WNBA and other
professional women's athletics means that more attention is also being paid to young women athletes. Teenage
basketball playersflockto summer sports camps, where
they play before visiting college coaches looking to
recruit tomorrow's players. Sports scholarships, once
the domain of male jocks, are increasingly available for
young women. But schools still tend to cut back on women's sport
facilities, equipment and staff when budgets have to be pared,
claiming they don't make money at the collegiate level—while the
same is often true for male student sports as well.
Beyond the number of T-shirts and tickets sold, the WNBA
is having an impact on female lives that is less quantitative but
perhaps more lasting. Such sports give women a common language and experience, which men have long possessed, helping
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them to cross age, ethnic, and class barriers. It also gives them a
sense of community, says Mary Jo Kane, Ph.D., a sports physiologist and director of the Tucker Center for Research on Girls and
Women in Sport at the University of Minnesota. And it improves
women's relationship with men, she believes. "Men have respect
for sport; it provides commonality and respect between the
sexes, gives them a common language and makes them
less suspicious of each other."
For females of all ages, it provides another
dream for them to pursue, says Kane. "Athletic heroes
who look like them, who have ponytails, who have
babies. Sports teach women and girls confidence, selfesteem, discipline, commitment, perseverance, reliability, how to bounce back from failure, set goals and
achieve them, and teamwork." All attributes that will
serve women well in their professional lives, particularly if they want to rise to executive level.
How all this will impact upon larger
issues of women's collective politics is yettobe
determined. Professor Kane cites studies
done with women's intercollegiate basketball
and hockey teams, which suggest that while young
women see sports as an arena of empowerment
where they are seeking a common goal with other
women, they also tend not to associate what they are doing
with any broader political implications. "They isolate their
experience from a larger collective of women," she says.
This may be disconcerting news to women who are
rushing out to start consciousness-raising Softball teams,
buttoKane and her colleagues it just means that the effects
of a sporting boom among women need to be traced
through less direct routes. Media, as one of our culture's
most powerful avenues for the transmission of cultural
values, has brought the stories and images of women in
sports to many who have some level of feminist consciousness but little or nothing to do with athletics.
The question of what women collectively do with this
information is as yet unanswered. Sports psychologists and feminist scholars are hopeful that the
experience of women winning, losing, and strugglingtogetherwill have many positive lessons for
the large women's community.
"I think we can expect more open and

direct communication between women because of their involvement in sports, as they get usedtobeing in the trenches together,"
says Kane. We may also see more concern and respect by women
for women, she theorizes, that allows them to see each other as
partners, and be less likely to want to hurt their friendships with
women in competing for the attention of men. "Overall,
women in sports tend to be leaders in other areas of life
and in this way can set an example of women being
confident, disciplined and focused."
At a younger age, studies show that girls
who participate in sports are less likely to become
substance abusers, or get pregnant while still in
school, and more likely to graduate. They are
less likely, too, to become victims of abuse. As
the number of eating disorders soars in
teenage girls, who confuse body image with
self image, its comforting to hear the
Liberty's Teresa Weatherspoon pronounce
that, "It's not what you look like, how fast,
or how tall you are. It's the size of your
heart and about having confidence in
yourself."
Next basketball season, look
(for two new teams to join the
I WNBA, based in Washington D.C.
1 and Detroit. The latter will be the
sister team to the NBA's Detroit
Pistons, "We watched closely as
the WNBA grewfroma dream to
an exciting reality," says Tom
I Wilson, president of the Pistons.
J'We're delighted to be part of the
most dynamic new league in
sports." •
New Yorker Anngel Delaney frequently writes about sports when
she's not participating in them. A former NCAA Division I discus thrower,
she currently plays center on an Urban
League basketball team, is a long distance
runner and cyclist, and is working toward her
black belt in Tae Kwon Do.
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GENESIS II: ,, ,

An Ecoieminist neclama
by Lynn Wenzel

A

few years ago, the New York Times reported that 100
million women are "missing" worldwide: victims of
infanticide, starvation, murder, lack of health care,
or simple disinterest. Recently, I read that the Clinton
Administration had approved oil drilling on the site of
Grand Staircase National Monument in Utah, established
last year as a "protected" wilderness. The future of this
pristine area now involves roads and pipelines, ballfieldsize drilling pads, and concoctions of toxic drilling mud
overflowing into plant and animal habitats. Do we merely read this over morning coffee and go about our own
business? Do we wait to act until our children
spend their summers indoors because of
smog alerts? Do we wait until we discover that the houses we live in were built
over toxic dumping sites? Do we wait
until nuclear waste is spilled during its transportation, contaminating thousands of square
miles? Or is this the morning we finally say we've had
enough?
Ecofeminists say "no more waiting." We are in a
state of emergency and must do something about it now.
Many threads of thought make up the ecofeminist quilt.
Cathleen and Colleen McGuire, founding members of the
early-1990s grassroots group Ecofeminist Visions
Emerging (EVE), call today's ecofeminism a "meta-feminism," that includes analysis of prepatriarchal history, an
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embracing of spirituality that validates female divinity,
and a commitment to challenging all forms of oppression
born of patriarchy. Ecofeminists see the current system, in
existence for four to five thousand years—less than two
percent of the time humans have existed on the earth—as
an aberration rather than a normal state of affairs. Monica
Sjoo and Barbara Mor, authors of The Great Cosmic
Mother: Rediscovering the Religion of the Earth, call it
"just a brief forgetting." Now, ecofeminists are
remembering, and drawing on those memories
as they seek to recreate a sense of a world where
nature and humans are symbiotic, our fates
inseparable, as indeed they are.
Nature on the Rack
Modern scientific and technological revolutions split a unified world into dualities. This
world view split mind from body, spirit from matter (from
the Latin mater, for mother), male from female, humans
from nature (from the Latin nasci, meaning "to be born"). A
hierarchy of value was arranged in the following order:
God-Men-Women-Children-Animals-Plants-Nature. This
ideology was also used to justify the inferiority of black
races (more animal) as well as the enslavement of "childlike" cultures. All of us who have been raised in this tradition, says feminist theologian and environmentalist
Elizabeth Dodson Gray, have been socialized into this way

E N V I R O N M E N T

tion rroject

of seeing the world. This pyramidal view of reality was
known as the great chain of being. Sir Francis Bacon
sought a scientific method that could "put [Nature] on the
rack," uncovering "secrets of excellent use...in her womb."
Bacon was followed by Rene Descartes, responsible for
Cartesian rationalism wherein mind and matter became
two entirely separate spheres, then by Newton, a master of
the mechanical world view. He was followed by linearism,
a one-dimensional concept of time and evolution which
became a rational faith in progress and the accumulation
of property.
Under this dualist paradigm, religion and mythology characterized female power—like nature's power—as
elemental and fearsome, potentially engulfing if not contained at all times. Theology
professor Rosemary Radford Ruether has
inventoried the myths that underpin the
anti-woman principles of Western religions.
In the Hebrew creation story, males are
selected as representatives of God and
females, rib extracts that they are, as
servers. In the Greek creation story, the hierarchy of mind over body, male over female
and human over animal is bolstered by the
notion of the well-ordered self. In the
Christian ethic, the rejection of the body in
favor of the spirit linked death and shame to

the life-giving fluids of sex and reproduction—producing, j
says Ruether, a phobia of women as birth givers. St. j
Clement said, "Every woman should be overwhelmed with I
shame at the very thought that she is a woman." St. John ;
Chrysostom said, "Among all savage beasts none is found j
so harmful as woman."
No discussion of ecofeminism is complete unless we !
look at the language used to link women with nature and j
men with the conquest of nature—and with nuclear
weaponry. As ecofeminist Karen J. Warren points out,
nature is feminized and then raped, conquered, mined; virgin timber is felled; land that lies fallow is barren. Carol
Cohn has described a nuclear linguistic world of vertical
erector launchers, soft lay downs, deep penetration, penetration aids, and what one
military advisor to the National Security
Council has called "releasing 70 to 80 percent of our megatonnage in one orgasmic
whump." India's explosion of a nuclear
bomb is spoken of as "losing her virginity."
Cohn also points out that military
linguistic distortions—calling the MX missile "Peacekeeper" and human deaths "collateral damage"—lead us to disregard the
effects of nuclear technology on the earth
and her creatures. Did you know that a single pound of plutonium, distributed around
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What You Do To The Earth You Do To Yourself

J

arc

1908. But a planned permanent repository inside Yucca

Cherokee. Today, she is a member of the Cherokee of

Mountain, Nevada has not yet been approved, and its opening

une

llcgstrom

is Maine American. Her people

Georgia Tribal ( ouiuil and a third-term Hcprcsentalive in (lie

may be delayed until well into the 21st century.

Georgia State Legislature, working to make Ilie transportation

Hegstrom's bill asks that nuclear waste shipment be made

of nuclear waste safer. To (hat end, she has introduced a bill

an extraordinary thing, and (hat it include notification and

to amend the Oiiicial Code of Georgia regulating (he trans-

emergency response personnel, with training in medical

portation ol hazardous materials, llcgstrom says the issue of

response to irradiation, to escort waste-material convoys.

nuclear waste is vital and believes the nay the government is

•'Shipments of radioactive waste and weapons waste will dra-

attempting to ship and store it is dangerous. "I can't control

maticalh

everything." she says, "but I can make transportation safer.

industry goes around saying it's safe, it's clean. Sure i( is, if you

Did you know that the canisters the waste is packaged in have

don't consider the waste produced (hat will be highly radioac-

only been tested with computer models? A one-percent

tive for thousands of years. I grew up with an appreciation of

release would contaminate a 40-mile radius!"

the land," llegstrom continues, "and I'm a grandma now and

increase," says llcgslrom. "The nuclear power

By the year 2000, there will be some 42,000 tons of dead-

lli.it really focuses me. They're all our children. This [earth] is

ly high-leu'l radioactive nuclear wastes temporarily stored at

our legacy lo them. What happens to any of us happens to all

commercial powcrplanls across the country. By law, the

of us." - IAY

Department of Energy must take charge of waste by January

Revolving Doors

M

aria Pellerano, associate director

waste sites are. And it's all run by

agreements are "patriarchal, hierarchical

of the ERF, was born and raised in

money."

and dangerous."

a toxic stew. "I grew up in Piscataway,

Recently, says Pellerano, corpora-

"My father died of prostate cancer

New Jersey," she says, "a working-class

tions and government regulatory organi-

14 years ago," says Pellerano. "Even

community one mile downwind from

zations have come up with a hare-

though he was a smoker, when the doc-

Johns Manville and the Union Carbide

brained scheme to get rid of another

tors looked at his lungs, they found phe-

plant, in the town of Bound Brook.

kind of waste—ash from garbage incin-

nols (substances derived from the deadly

There was more industry per square

eration, often contaminated with dioxin

poisonous benzene) from chemicals

foot there than in any other town in

and other poisons. They've suggested

made at Union Carbide. My mother, who
worked for a company making cleaning

central Jersey." Pellerano is convinced

spreading it into roadbeds before

there is a primary connection between

paving. This, says Pellerano, will spread

products and No-Pest strips, had her

increasing deaths from cancer and envi-

the ash widely instead of keeping it in

throat burned so badly from the chemi-

ronmental toxins and that government

one place in the ground. "For many

cals that she suffers chronically from it

systems meant to protect people don't

years," says Pellerano, "activists tried

today. On the other side of my home-

work. "We allow chemicals to go down

to have ashes from incinerators labeled

town, it used to rain asbestos from the

the drain from homes and manufactur-

hazardous. After one meeting in 1994

Johns Manville plant. We called the work-

ing and commingle with human waste.

between the EDF, Congress and the

ers 'snowmen.' The children of these

The resulting sludge is highly toxic and

waste industry, officials announced that

'snowmen' are now getting cancer. That

nobody knows what to do with it.

ash wasn't hazardous! The EDF claimed

was 30 years ago and not a whole lot

Companies used to dump it in the

this agreement was the 'best they

has changed," says Pellerano. Still, she

ocean, but wildlife died so they had to

could do'. We call this the 'Tyranny of

has hope. "I will be, in some way, devot-

stop that. Some corporations are not

the Possible.' It is so easy for large

ed to cleaning up the environment the

required to present a plan to get rid of

environmental organizations to become

rest of my life," says Pellerano. "I do get

waste and, anyway, there is a revolving

co-opted by it." Pellerano and the ERF

burnout. You must 'build a skin' to sur-

door between the corporations and the

take large environmental organizations

vive. But it's the people I work with in

regulatory industry. The EPA doesn't

to task at great risk to their funding,

communities that keep me going. My

even know where all the hazardous

but she says these kinds of closed-door

best friends are all there." - LW
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the world, could cause lung cancer in every living human being? Did you know that NASA
has launched almost two dozen plutoniumcarrying rockets? Did you know that in November
1996, a Russian space probe containing 7-9 ounces of plutonium fell to earth and that no one has since been able to
find it? Did you know that the part of space called "nearEarth orbit" has been turned into a giant garbage can with
over seven million pounds of man-made junk—old spacecraft, satellites and rockets—orbiting the earth; that any
one of these pieces of "space garbage" could slam into a plutonium-carrying rocket, releasing particles with the potential to cause death, illness and genetic mutations to all life
forms on earth? NASA has launched the Cassini deepspace probe, carrying over 72 pounds of deadly plutonium.
The "rational," technological mindset that glorified
war has led to the development of some of the most toxic
substances on earth. According to biologist Sandra
Steingraber, technologies developed for World War II
changed chemistry and physics forever. Not only the
nuclear bomb, but such products as disinfectants and pest
killers, originally developed in secret for germ warfare
entered our lives. After the war, the goals of conquest and
annihilation were transferred from the battlefield to our
kitchens, gardens, forests, and farmlands, though their
long-term effects on humans or the environment were not
known. During the Vietnam War, the offspring of these
chemicals "decimated forests, rubber plantations, and rice
paddies, leaving whole sections of the Earth dead, and institutionalizing ecocide as an integral part of U.S. military policy," writes ecofeminist Irene Diamond. One has only to
read the trade names of some chemical pest controls in
common use on bean and corn fields today—Assault,
Assert, Bullet, Chopper, Conquest, Lasso, Marksman,
Prowl, Squadron, Stomp, and Storm—to see the connections to war, battle and dominance, says Steingraber.
These triazine herbicides show up as contaminants in
drinking water and as residues on food. Three of
them—cyanazine, simazine and atrazine—are classified as possible human carcinogens, under particular scrutiny for their role in breast and ovarian
cancers.
Standing Inventory

Around the world we see other consequences of the
"rational" mind. Taking Bacon's admonition to heart,

we have tortured the earth almost beyond her
ability to heal. In the doublespeak of the forest service, "virgin forests" have become
"standing inventory." In the Gulf War, Saddam
Hussein dumped crude oil into the Gulf and eight
hundred oil wells were torched. They burned for months in
the aftermath of the war, creating a biological "dead zone"
and contributing to uncountable future deaths from airborne toxins.
Around the world, economies, cultures and natural
resources are plundered, so that 20 percent of the world's
population (privileged North Americans and Europeans)
can continue to consume 80 percent of its resources in the
name of progress. This system "converts kangaroos and
whales into dog food, ancient forests into toothpicks, and
the oily black blood and metallic veins of earth into nuclear
missiles, beer cans, and smog," write Sjoo and Mor.
Chlorofluorocarbon-caused ozone holes in the stratosphere
are responsible for tens of thousands of fatal skin cancers.
Worldwide, five million children die of diarrheal diseases
each year caused by polluted water sources. Many tons a
day of banned chemicals such as DDT are exported to
Third World countries from the United States because of
corporate loopholes in the law. The chemicals poison the
inhabitants then return to poison us in imported food or in
the air. Radioactive fallout from accidents such as the one
in Chernobyl, toxins from burning waste, aquifers contaminated by mining and landfills know no national or political boundaries. That sweet, warm breeze that lifts your
hair in the afternoon is full of DDT from the Sargasso Sea.
Soon, millions of species will become extinct because of
rainforest destruction. Since 1900, half of the rainforests,
the 'lungs of the earth," have been destroyed. Fifty acres
were eliminated in the time it took me to write this
sentence.
Of course, ecofeminists have never been completely silenced—and we continue to speak. Matilda
Joslyn Gage talked about the twin oppressions of
women and nature in the 19th century. Simone de
Beauvoir drew the attention of feminists when she wrote,
"But to say that Woman is Flesh, to say that Flesh is Night
and Death...is to abandon terrestrial truth and soar into
an empty sky." In the early 1970s, Francoise d'Eaubonne
was one of the first European feminists to speak to the
clear connection between patriarchal power and
environmental destruction and she is credited with
29 - on the issues

Hazel Johnson
A widowed mother of seven and a grandmother of five, Johnson founded People for Community Recovery (PCR) when she heard a newscaster report that Altgelt Gardens, a housing project of more than 10,000
residents on Chicago's Southeast side, where she lived with her children, had one of the highest cancer rates in the U.S. and the highest
incidence of cancer in the city. Johnson spent years researching environmental issues and uncovering information about the effects of pollution on health. The picture she paints is ugly.
Altgelt Gardens has been characterized as a "toxic donut," surrounded as it is by 42 toxic sites and hundreds of potential sources of
hazardous substances. ACME Steel's coke ovens emit benzene (a deadly carcinogen); to the south and east lie the Dolton and Calumet
Industrial District landfills. An estimated 126,000 pounds of toxic pollutants go into the air every day, and, not surprisingly, an estimated 75
percent of residents have some type of respiratory problems. PCR's
own health survey, completed in 1992 with assistance from the
University of Illinois at Chicago School of Public Health, revealed that
51 percent of the 270 pregnancies reported during the last year resulted in abnormalities and 26 percent of the residents surveyed have
asthma.
Johnson, in partnership with other local environmental groups,
intends to stay in the face of major polluters. This includes acquisition
of an abandoned public school building in Altgelt for an "Environmental
Center for Excellence," participation in the establishment of a comprehensive health clinic, and forging a consent decree with Chemical
Waste Management requiring the company to hire residents to monitor
the facility's operation, the first time in the Illinois EPA's history that
residents have been involved in the monitoring of a chemical company
in the U.S. In 1992, PCR was the recipient of the President's
Environmental and Conservation Challenge Award, the only AfricanAmerican grassroots organization ever to receive it.
People for Community Recovery, 13116 S. Ellis Avenue, Chicago,
IL 60827. (773) 468-1645, (773) 468-8105 (fax) - LW

Some other Groups
Women's Cancer Resource Center, 1815 East 41st Street, Suite C, Minneai
MN 55407, (612)729-0491. Activist organization provides information on the connec
tions between cancer and the environment as well as support groups, a newsletter am
various publications. Recently hosted "Turning the Tides," a public forum on cancer's
environmental connection.
The Women's Environment and Development Organization (WED0). 355
Lexington Avenue, 3rd floor, New York, NY 10017, (212) 973-0325. Grassroots work
includes "Women for a Healthy Planet," community groups organizing regional forums
on the link between environmental pollution and breast cancer. Issues Community
Report Cards on individual cities around the world, in the areas of environmental protection, politics, social priorities, and human development.
Urban Ecology. Rachel Peterson, Executive Director. 40514th Street, Suite 900.
Oakland, CA 94612 (510) 251-6330. Works on such issues as equality, green building and affordability in housing, improvements in public transportation, and creatini
non-toxic environments and community gardens. L.W.

coining the word, ecofeminism. Reclaim the Earth: Women
Speak Out for Life on Earth, the first collection of essays
on ecofeminism (in which Ynestra King first defined the
"Eco-feminist Imperative") appeared in 1984. Other essential texts appeared through the 80s: Judith Plant's Healing
the Wounds: The Promise of Ecofeminism (1989), Carol
Adams' The Sexual Politics of Meat: A Feminist-Vegetarian
Critical Theory (1991) and Gita Sen and Caren Grown's
Development, Crisis, and Alternative Visions: Third World
Women's Perspectives (1987). Women began organizing,
finding their voices and their power. The women of
Greenham Common Women's Peace Camp in England
stayed for over ten years until nuclear missiles were
removed. Lois Gibbs exposed Love Canal as a toxic waste
site and founded the Citizens' Clearinghouse for
Hazardous Waste. Judi Bari, the late Earth First! activist,
was permanently disabled in a car-bomb attack while trying to save old-growth redwood forests in Northern
California. Grassroots activists forced the mapping of toxic
releases and created Right-To-Know laws. Bernadette
Cozart, founder of the Greening of Harlem, organized the
community to transform vacant, needle-strewn lots into
gardens. In Arlington, Massachusetts, the women of
Women's Action for New Directions (WAND), work in
states across the country to reduce the military budget and
prohibit the transport of nuclear waste. Judy Brady, diagnosed with breast cancer in 1980, went on to found the
Toxic Links Coalition, a coalition of cancer activists and
environmental justice organizations. Mohawk women
along the St. Lawrence River established the Akwesasne
Mother's Milk Project to monitor PCB toxicity while promoting breastfeeding for women and their babies. Wangari
Maathai of Kenya founded the Green Belt Movement, a
grassroots organization of women and children who planted more than ten million trees and produced income for
50,000 people as a result. Scientist Vandana Shiva organized India's Chipko movement, in which women
embraced trees to prevent
forests from being destroyed
by corporate interests.
What can we do? On
the simplest level, those of
us who are privileged can
change our diets and eat less
meat because of its demands
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Being Poor In A Rich (Poisonous) World

I

n 1988, Peggy Shepard, Vernice Miller, and Chuck Sutton founded West

the New York City-based Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) revealed that

Harlem Environmental Action (WE ACT) to clean up New York City's West

96 percent of black children and 80 percent of white children of poor fam-

Harlem, a poor, mostly Latino and African-American community of more

ilies in inner cities have unsafe amounts of lead in their blood. According

than 500,000. At that time, the main focus of protest was the North River

to the August 14,1997 issue of Rachel's Environment & Health Weekly, a

Sewage Treatment Plant, where the city of New York had built a children's

publication of the Environmental Research Foundation (ERF), a nonprofit

playground, and the construction of a sixth bus depot across from an inter-

environmental information organization in Annapolis, Maryland, the inci-

mediate school and a housing development. But that part of northern

dence of childhood cancers per 100,000 children in the U.S. and England

Manhattan also hosted two marine garbage collection transfer stations, a

has been rising steadily for at least 20 years, with excesses of cancers

crematorium, an Amtrak diesel-fueled rail line and a six-lane highway. The

among children living near such toxic facilities as oil refineries, solvents,

recent rise in numbers of asthma sufferers is in part a result of pollution

plastics and detergents manufacturers, steel mills, crematoria, railways,

from neighborhood bus depots. Currently, residents of northern Manhattan

highways, and harbors.

breathe in dangerous air at levels 200 percent greater than EPA standards.

WE ACT's Executive Director Peggy Shepard has accomplished

It is no accident this community hosts so many toxic sources. In

much in nine years. In partnership with environmental organizations and

a study by the United Church of Christ's Commission for Racial

with funding from both federal and private donors, they have gotten the

Justice found that race, even more than poverty, was the shared charac-

1987,

Transit Authority of New York to purchase clean fuel and natural gas buses

teristic of communities exposed to toxic wastes. In 1988, the Cerrell

and to convert one bus depot per borough to natural gas. A WE ACT-spon-

Study, commissioned by the California State Waste Management Board,

sored group called Earth Crew, composed of 11 Latino and African-

advised companies wanting to build incinerators to choose poor neigh-

American youths between the ages of 13 and 17, recently conducted an

borhoods, as the inhabitants would have fewer "resources to effectuate

air-poll monitoring project at key intersections with the goal of improving

their opposition." And in 1992, a study by staff writers from the National

air quality. Shepard, who is on the National Environmental Justice

Law Journal uncovered race-based inequities in the way the federal

Advisory Council, helped draft state legislation on lead screening. Two

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) enforced pollution laws. Penalties

new health research projects—the "Committee-Based Initiative to

were 500 percent higher in communities with a larger white population

Protect Infants in North Manhattan from Environmental Risks" and a

and Superfund sites in minority areas took 20 percent longer to be placed

major asthma intervention project co-sponsored with Harlem Hospital
and the American Lung Association—are underway, both in collaboration

on the national priority list.
Children pay a huge price for environmental racism. A1990 report by

with Columbia University. - LW

Karen Chapman

[global] economics, says Chapman. "There

Situated along the Rio Grande border

is so much poverty here and a terrific drain

believe the sanctuary offers children their

between Brownsville, Texas and Matamoros,

on natural resources. The Rio Grande is the

first look at the possibility of a better quali-

Mexico, is the Sabal Palm Audubon Center

sole source of drinking water as there is no

ty of life," says Chapman. "Besides reach-

& Sanctuary. Its director, Karen Chapman,

drinkable ground water in the valley plain.

ing kids, our other mission is to protect the

is well aware of the irony of a bird sanctu-

And right now we're in a drought, making

land and the wildlife here which has been

ary located in one of the poorest and most

things worse. Just how much water can we

almost completely decimated. At one time

politically riven areas in the U.S.

take out of the river and still have it be a

this place was home to an 40,000 acre old-

river? Unfortunately, only the environmental-

growth palm forest hundreds of years old.

ists are asking that question."

We are protecting a tiny fragment—527

Chapman explains that the river does
not recognize national boundaries. Cholera
and typhoid are still occasional problems on

"We did have a big wake up call here

what is the point of a wildlife center? "I

acres, including 32 acres of old-growth

both sides of the river, mainly because of

in 1995," says Chapman. "Because of a

forest and the habitat and ecosystems that

poor sewage treatment of water in

boll weevil problem, every field was aerially

came with it—of what was once here. After

Matamoros, a city where it's common to

sprayed. It killed the boll weevils, but it also

all, everyone and everything has a place in

find eight or ten people living in a one-room

killed all the beneficial insects. Of course,

the great scheme of things. The sanctuary

shack. In 1991, when several babies were

the boll weevil came back even stronger

is one small part of that."

born with partially-formed brains discon-

since all its natural foes had been killed.

Karen Chapman, Director, Sabal Palm
Audubon Center & Sanctuary, P.O. Box

nected from their spinal columns, it brought

Farmers are finally looking at natural con-

a lot of attention to industries across the

trols such as predator insects. It's small,

5052, Brownsville, TX 78523. (956) 541-

border who were dumping toxics and fouling

but a step."

8034, (956) 504-0543 (fax) - LW

the air with pesticides. The fault lies with

In the midst of all these problems,
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A Ring Is A Ring, But A River Is A Million Things
In Missoula, Montana, Women's Voices for

of worldwide gold consumption. Over 8,000

Ithe Earth (WVE, pronounced "Weave") is

says Schwan. Packaging companies say they

tons of gold are already stored in vaults in

wouldn't mind using brown boxes, but cus-

taking on some of the mining and paper

the U.S.—enough for the next millennium.

tomers want white boxes. This is a game,

industries in Big Sky Country. "We work on a

WVE's campaign, "Mine Your Jewelry Box,

says Schwan. "If consumers knew at what

local, grassroots level," says Zimbabwe-

Not the Blackfoot," encourages people to

cost these containers were being made, I

born Bryony Schwan, founder and executive

donate their gold jewelry to WVE. The recy-

doubt they would care whether their pizza

director of WVE. "We try to get people to

cled wedding rings, earrings and bracelets

boxes were brown or white!"

understand that when you buy, it comes from

are used to support efforts to oppose the

somewhere and injures something. It's so

mine, and to provide a source of recycled

easy to separate the product from its ori-

gold. Eliza Frazer, who donated a pair of

masculinist culture reveres technology," she

gin." One of WVE's primary goals is to stop

gold earrings, wrote WVE: "A ring is a ring

says. "But we're in an ecological crisis and

the nearby Blackfoot Mine from destroying a

but a river is a million things."

technology will not solve our problems."

mountain and poisoning ground water in
order to obtain gold. According to Schwan,

Missoula residents are also concerned

Schwan is cautiously optimistic about
making any profound changes soon. "This

Schwan does have hope, though. "The fact

about a pulp and paper mill, owned and

that women have been excluded from deci-

the gold deposit at the proposed Blackfoot

operated by Stone Container. WVE is trying

sion-making is a blessing in disguise," she

Mine is of such low grade that nearly 75

to get Stone Container to stop producing

laughs. "We're freer to come up with solu-

tons of mountain must be excavated to

white cardboard and consumers to stop buy-

tions because we don't have a vested interest in the global market. We see the finks

obtain an ounce-and-a-half of gold—enough

ing white cardboard products. Creating

for one bracelet! The mining corporation

white cardboard is a major problem," says

between oppressions—of people of color,

plans to mine five million times that amount.

Schwan. "When chlorine bleach is combined

women, poor people—that the mainstream
environmental organizations don't.

"To separate the tiny gold particles from

with wood pulp to make it white, dioxin is a

rock," says Schwan. "machines dig up a

byproduct. Then the dioxin is discharged

real mountain, create an artificial one of

into nearby Clark Fork River."

quarried ore, and spray it with cyanide. This
separates gold from ore and leaches out the

There are ways to create chlorine-free

Schwan is buoyed by WVE's successes
such as the Pesticide Project. It resulted in
a roughly 90 percent reduction of pesticide

pulp, which produces no dioxin. More than

use by the county "This has been the most

65 papermills worldwide operate Totally

successful of our projects," says Schwan.

Chlorine-Free (TCF) facilities. Getting the

"We're dealing with local government and

industry to convert has been really hard,

they're sensitive to what people want." -LW

Margaret Williams

the EPA, many residents began to suffer

Margaret Williams, a retired school(eacher,
has lived in (he shadow of illness her entire
life. Her parents and an uncle died of cancer. One of her babies was stillborn and
another died of respiratory problems at
three months. Her daughter, who lived with
her. pave birth to a child with six toes on
each fool. Williams knows win. and in
1992. she did something about il.
Williams and her neighbors in

even more acute health effects. Hie group
organized, calling itself Citizens Against
Toxic Exposure (('ATK). and demanded ihe
EPA relocate all .')5<i families [King in the
shadow of "Ml. Dioxin.'
On October:(. 1996. the EPA agreed to
CATE's persistent demand lor permanent
relocation of all the families affected. The
plan is to appraise, negotiate and relocate at
least Rve families a month. This will be the
third largest relocation in EPA's history.
alter Love (anal. New York and Times
Beach. Missouri. CATE continues to seek
health treatment lor exposed residents,
especially preventive care.
"This injustice is because of who we
are. not what we are exposed to." said
Williams in an article in the Boston Globe.

In the 19.50s and 60s. the Ml. Dioxin area of
Pensacola was one ol' the only places in the
ci(\ where African-Americans could purchase property. Many residents ol' the treelined, largely middle-class community
worked just down the street ai one of the
factories.

minerals.
According to WVE, the jewelry industry
and welath-hoarders account for 84 percent

Pensacola, Florida, live near two contaminated industrial sites, (he Escambia
Treating Company and Agrico Chemical
Company. Soil samples showed residents'
yards contaminated with dioxin. arsenic
I'CHs. lead. benzo(a)pyrene and dieldrin (a
pesticide banned in the 1970s.) During an
emergency removal of contaminated soil by
winter 1998 - 32

There is no question (he EPA dragged
its feet on (he relocation. In May I Wo they
offered relocation for only 66 residents, then
lor 1(11 residents in lugust 19% and finally.
as a result of CATE's unwavering pressure.
for all 358.
Citizens Against Toxic Exposure,
Margaret Williams, President. MOO
Marianna Drive. Pensacola. FL 32504. (850)
494-2601. Frances Dunham. Research &
Publications, (850) 932-3077. (850) 932(
»4-J."> (fax), e-mail: aandi@eulf.net -LW
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on space, water and vegetation. We can alter our living and
working arrangements to make more efficient use of energy and water. We can cease being consumers of so many
things we don't need. We can use canvas shopping bags
instead of plastic and we can support local, organic farmers
by buying fruits and vegetables seasonally. We can join
grassroots organizations and raise a ruckus.
We cannot have our cake and eat it too. We are a part
of the problem as we drive larger cars, consume processed
foods, purchase goods packaged in chlorine-bleached cardboard, insist on the greenest chemically-treated lawns, and
collect the latest technological toys. As Shiva and others
have pointed out, these "things" have not raised the quality of our lives, given us more time, or made us happy.
Did you know that in the U.S., 60 percent of all scientists do research paid for by the Pentagon? We must stop
trusting politicians, talking heads, and scientists who
speak for corporations. These are the same trusted leaders
who said that nuclear energy was safe and that its waste
was easily disposed of, and that genetic engineering would
help women. These same leaders tell mothers to "Be Kind
to the Air" by not driving their children home from school,
even as incinerators and industries belch out toxic clouds.
On a greater scale, we should press politicians for
renegotiation of GATT and NAFTA. "Newly reconceived
ecological-postmodern states," writes Charlene Spretnak,
"could regulate trade in ways that protect and enhance the
well-being of communities rather than exploiting and
endangering them." Spretnak also suggests that under the
auspices of the United Nations, nation-states send a representative to a macroregional council covering roughly the
area of a continent, such as the North/Central Americas.
Each of those councils would then elect a representative to
the Security Council of the United Nations. In that way,
dominance by the Northern industrial powers would be
replaced by a community of communities. She suggests
abolishing the World Bank and strengthening public
and private agencies already issuing
micro-loans to small-scale,
community-based entrepreneurs around
the world. For
Char McKee,
one of the
most powerful things we

can do is to
remember who
we are, to understand that "in
the dream we
call reality, the

patriarchal
imagination has
kept
women
motivated by
fear and self-loathing, living in a cultural trance, divided
and disempowered." We can cast off that central belief of
patriarchy she calls the Great Illusion of Separateness,
ending our alienation from ourselves, and from other cultures and races.
We must remember that what has happened, can
happen again. If, 5000 years ago, what Mary Daly calls a
"possessing entity" caused a serious detour in evolution,
who is to say that we cannot now take an evolutionary leap
in our minds? We can refuse to accept the concept of hierarchy, to separate ourselves from nature. We can begin to
understand—as farmers already know and practice—that
regeneration is possible, even of the most poisoned earth.
We must remember we were all stars once. All the elements
that make up our present physical bodies have been circulated billions of times throughout the 4.5 billion-year history of the earth. Each of us was once a spider, once a hemlock, once a fox, once a rock. Perhaps if we remembered our
ecological connection with the cosmos, we might rediscover
what Ruether calls "a profound spirituality...in our consciousness." Joanna Macy, a Buddhist scholar and social
action teacher, writes in World As Lover, World As Self'that
we must re-vision the world as erotic. "When you see the
world as lover," says Macy, "every being, every phenomenon,
can become...an expression of that ongoing, erotic impulse.
As Rachel Carson says, "Beginnings are apt to be
shadowy." But the shadow is merely the other side of the
light. What we love we can embrace. What we know we can
preach. What we envision we can do. We are already
"Weavers, Spinners of Stamina...the Forces who can save
the world." As Alice Walker said, "Pass it on." •
Lynn Wenzel, former Managing Editor of New Directions
for Women, is co-author of / Hear America Singing. Her
syndicated features appear in antique journals across the
country.
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GAINING FACE
THE BUCKSHOT IN MY CHEEK
SHATTERED MY PERSONALITY.
Jenifer Kay Hood

J

Pointing to a luscious pastel whose subject seems to be suspended in a moment of passion, she continues, "I hope I convey
that in the portrait of Myeongsuk. She wasfirewith a touch of ice.
Here's the anguish and ecstasy in her neck and brow and the overripe sensuality in her lips—a hint of something as yet unstated.
The face is translucent, the bronze of her skin emerging from the
bronze of the background. Myeongsuk posed like a dancer, the
light as her partner."
In "Let's Chat, I'll Give You the Lowdown," Schavrien portrays an African-American friend who became a particular ally
after the mugging. "She talked tough, but she had a powerful mind
and a mother's heart. She knew how to reassure me when I confessed I crossed the street when I saw possible gang kids. I was sad
about it, hated to give insult as much as I hated to get it. She told
me, "Honey, when I'm on the street at night I don't let nobody get
near me. NOBODY!1"
In "Don't Go!" Schavrien transforms a print from Kathe
Kollwitz's famous series on a
Judy Schavrien, left, and her correct and meticulous self-portrait, right.
woman welcoming death into an
American Dream, right,an example of the changed style.
impasto about a survivor with a
terror of abandonment. 'Part of
post traumatic stress," the artist
notes, "is that you're alone in
your experience. And you feel
you will be destroyed by that
aloneness. I tell my clients that if
you want to heal, you have to reenter the pain again, and work
through it"

udy Schavrien's studio is a three-dimensional collage of art
books, paint tubes, canvases, jars of mediums and paintings, some finished, others not. "This is a self-portrait from
before I was mugged," she says, gesturing toward a portrait of a
woman. While the face reveals a civilized mind and the personality shows through in the eyes, the soul seems contained, almost as
if it were on a leash. "It's in a style that's pleasing to many and
was, of course, to me at the time. Correct. Meticulous."
When Schavrien was shot in the face by a mugger 10 years
ago, she felt as if in that moment she had lost everything: an intimate 16-year relationship, her sense of success and standing in
the community, her closeness to friends who could not dwell in the
valley of death with her. She lost not only her physical face, but
her social one as well. "Our personality sits in our face," says
Schavrien. 'Your ways of seeing yourself, of thinking about yourself, are in the mouth, the eyes, and facial muscles. The buckshot
in my cheek shattered my personality."
From that instant she

stopped portraying this socially constructed sense of personality on the canvas. Wiping the
bright colors from her gloved
hands, she continues animatedly, "Personality is a social fiction. These days I intend my
work to be about a presence
and vitality that is all the more
poignant because ifs so transient: you are born; you die. So
that the features on the face
are like iron filings on a force
field."
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"American Dream -IfYou
Suffer, I Suffer" brings a nightmarish ambiguity to the ideal-
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ized Norman Rockwell version of American life.

In the work, the artist used her own features for
the numbed and hollowed-out Caucasian in the
background, while the anguished JewishLatina-Arab woman in the foreground evolved
from the features of a blond model. "I read her
bones, not her personality as she imagined it,"
Schavrien says. "I really was reading the
buried pain and strength in her. In the dramatic and unnerving
"Otiano", the subject's raw energy seem to meet Schavrein's head on.
"When the nakedness of the model is met by the nakedness of the
artist," says Schavrien, "that's when the expression is forthright."
The people I portray have eyes that see past surfaces,"
Schavrien remarks. "They have natural forces running through them
as if they are translucent. It's art that gives you permission to feel."
"The physicality of being a painter makes me happy,"
Schavrien continues, as her hand arcs across a canvas. "Most often
m use my fingers or a palette knife." Rubbing her hands in the
I paint and reveling in color reminds Schavrien of the Fool in King
Lear who says the Great Day will have come "when feet shall go
with walking." Schavrien points out that it may take a lot to persuade someone to get back into her feet enough that her toes feel welcomed by the grass, But according to the artist's Buddhist beliefs,
coming back to the physicality of your body is essential, if you are to
find your natural mind.
"Tibetans describe this panoramic natural mind so well,"
I Schavrien explains. "They call it the View—you don't just look at the
View, you rest in it, you are it. They are mountaintop people so they
understand such things. But my point is that they not only have
• mountaintop eyes, they have sturdy legs."
Schavrien has become convinced that traditional therapy
is only the beginning of a healing process that must also occur
on a physical, social and spiritual level. "It's fatal to be a therapist who knows nothing but the psychological world view,"
the artist remarks. "It couldn't be more impoverishing. I'm
multi-lingual in the number of cultures I've lived in and the
number of art and healing languages I know. So I never make
I the mistake of accepting psychotherapeutic language as the only
truth. People must break out of their socialfictionseven if they're
thefictionalabsolutes of therapy." •
• A writer and performer, Jenifer Kay Hood is the author of the one-woman show
Fatal Interview, and one of the writers of the Emmy-nominated documentary Ishi:
The Last Yahi. She was recently awarded Best Feature by the California Newspaper
Publishers Association.
Portrait ot Myeongsuk,opposite page. "Let's Chat, I'll Give You the Lowdown", at
top. "Don't Go!" A transformation of a print from Kathe Kollwitz's famous series
on a woman welcoming death, inset, left. "Otiano", left.
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THE BITTER PILL

BOMBARDED BY PROPAGANDA
ON PR EMARIN. WE CANT TRUST OUR
DOCTOfe AND WE CANT TRUST
OURSELVES
by Leora Tanenbaum

B

arbara Dworkin, 61, is one of eight million American women
taking Premarin, an estrogen replacement that eases
menopausal symptoms such as hot flashes and dry skin.
Dworkin started on Premarin 15 years ago and plans to take the
drug for the rest of her life. Although studies have shown that
Premarin may increase the risk of breast cancer by 30 percent, as
well as cause fatal blood clots, the drug also offers protection
against osteoporosis and decreases the risk of fatal heart disease by
53 percent. Besides, as a 911 operator living on Long Island, NY,
she leads stressful daysfieldingemergency calls and feels thankful
for Premarin because it "makes my life much more pleasant and
secure."
But Premarin costs between $15 and $25 a month. If there
were a generic version, Suffolk County, New York (which covers
Dworkin's drug plan) could cut its costs by 30 percent—over $3,000
for her lifetime. If you consider that millions of other women lack
health insurance or prescription drug coverage, a generic could
save them more than $300 million a year.
But economizing isn't the only reason to push for a generic.
Premarin is derived from the urine of pregnant horses, a fact that
concerns animal rights supporters—and repulses many users.
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) claims that
the collection methods on "urine farms" are barbaric: some 80,000
pregnant mares are confined to stalls for six months out of the year
so that their urine can be collected; the 65,000 foals born to them
are slaughtered as unusable byproducts of these pregnancies.
PETA advises women to switch to an alternative hormone treatment that doesn't harm animals.
An alternative, however, will not be forthcoming. The FDA
announced in May that it will not approve a recently manufactured, affordable, plant-based generic form of Premarin, even
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though FDA research has shown the generic to be just as effective
as the brand-name drug. Rather than heed the recommendation of
its own Office of Pharmaceutical Science, the FDA appears to have
bowed to political pressure—at the expense of women. While there
are several plant-derived, FDA-approved estrogen regimens such
as Estrace and Estraderm, they have not been proven to offer longterm health benefits. Only those who can afford Premarin—or
whose insurance will pay—will be able to relieve their menopausal
symptoms, ward off heart attacks and avoid bone fractures.
Ifs no surprise that the commercial interests of Premarin's
manufacturer, Wyeth-Ayerst, have superseded health
considerations, but the tactics involved are particularly outrageous.
Wyeth-Ayerst cultivated influential supporters through financial
contributions. Then, when the company needed them, it prodded its
beneficiaries to take a stand against their competition. The result?
Several highly visible politicians and advocacy groups—who knew
nothing about the issues involved—testified before the FDA
against the generic form of Premarin. In the end, the consumer's
ability to get the best drugs for the lowest price was sacrificed. The
saddest part of this whole incident? Feminist politicians and
women's groups were key players.
"Doctor, I Want My Premarin"
You don't have to be menopausal to recognize the brand-name
Premarin. No doubt you've seen the drug's fear-inducing magazine
ads, which suggest that midlife women who don't take estrogen
will be crippled by osteoporosis—if they don't die from a heart
attack first. The ads also intimate that midlife women who don't
take estrogen can never hope to achieve the carefree, wrinkle-free
look of the models depicted.
Premarin, of course, is merely one of dozens of prescription

drugs aggressively advertised in magazines such as Newsweek,
influence of drug companies goes far beyond false advertising.
Redbook, Mirabella, and The New Yorker. In recent years, drug Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories is a pharmaceutical Goliath that garcompanies have bypassed physicians and marketed their products
ners $1 billion a year in revenue from Premarin, the most comdirectly to consumers. Eli Lilly's multimillion dollar campaign for
monly prescribed drug in America. Owned by American Home
Prozac, for instance, includes ads in more than 20 magazines.
Products, Wyeth-Ayerst has maintained a monopoly on Premarin
Some magazines, like Good Housekeeping and the Ladies' Home ever since it began manufacturing the estrogen replacement in
Journal, contain so many drug ads you might be tempted to dou1942. Even though the patent expired over 25 years ago, Wyeth
ble-check the cover to make sure you're not reading a professional
has gotten the FDA to change its guidelines in determining bioemedical journal. Which is precisely the point: drug manufacturers
quivalence in generics, making it difficult for competitors to match
want consumers to play doctor by asking their physicians to prePremarin. A lot is at stake: sales could reach $3 billion within five
scribe particular drugs. And 99
years, with more than one-third
percent of physicians do comply
of all women in the United
with patients' requests, market
States currently over the age of
research confirms. In this era of
50, and another 20 million
"managed care," when physientering the menopausal years
In the end,
cians are pressed to see as many
within the next decade.
patients as possible in the shortBecause of the size of
the consumer's ability to
est amount of time, educated
that market, two small generic
patients who know how they
drug companies have decided to
get the best drugs for the
want to be treated are a dream
compete with Wyeth. After the
come true.
FDA concluded in 1991 that an
A dream come true, that
is, for physicians and drug companies—but not necessarily for
the patients. We may believe
that by asking our physicians
for Premarin or Prozac we are
empowering ourselves by
becoming more assertive in our
relationships with our physicians, because only we really
know our bodies and whafs best
for our health. But in reality, the
drug companies are taking

lowest price was sacrificed.

effective generic requires only
two active ingredients (estrone
The saddest part of this whole
and
equilin),
Duramed
Pharmaceuticals Corp. and
incident? Feminist politicians
Barr Laboratories Inc. teamed
up to develop a urine-free
and women's groups were
generic according to FDA
guidelines. In response, Wyeth
key players.
filed a citizens petition requesting that one of Premarin's
ingredients (an obscure estrogen called delta 8,9 dehydroestrone sulfate or DHES) be
advantage of our adherencetothis Our Bodies, Ourselves credo. We reclassified as a necessary component. Duramed has not been able
to replicate an equivalent of DHES and Wyeth holds the patent on
are intermediaries in a loop of influence that originates in magathe estrogen. Furthermore, in 1995 the FDA found that based on
zine ads and culminates in a prescription.
clinical trials, there was no evidence that DHES was anything
Last year alone, pharmaceutical companies spent nearly
other than an impurity.
$600 million advertising prescription drugs directly to
And so Wyeth shrewdly lined up the support of several
consumers—twice as much as they spent in 1995 and almost 10
influential women's and health groups by making donations to
times more than they spent in 1991, according to Competitive
Business and Professional Women/USA, the American Medical
Media Reporting, a company that tracks ad spending. None of that
Women's Association, the National Consumers League, and the
money, however, seems to be spent on factual research: more than
National Osteoporosis Foundation, among others. Representatives
half of the drug ads scrutinized last year by the Consumers' Union
of these groups testified before the FDA on the drug company's
advocacy group contained misleading information on risks and
behalf, saying that they opposed the approval of a generic that
benefits and false claims about efficacy.
lacks DHES, despite the FDA's own contention that the estrogen
wasn't essential. The president of the Women's Legal Defense
Politics vs. Science
Fund alsotestified,although this group did not accept money from
But as the case of the massively popular Premarin shows, the
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days before the decision was announced) supports the generic,
Wyeth. None of these groups had taken a position on DHES prior
saying that DHES is not a necessary component. Even the vice
to being contacted by Wyeth.
president
of Wyeth-Ayerst's regulatory affairs department
The company also developed close ties to the White House
admitted to The Wall Street Journal that there's "probably nothand the Senate. John Stafford, chairman and CEO of Wyething" special about DHES, and that "it's but one of many compoAyerst's parent company, American Home Products, attended an
nents in Premarin."
intimate 17-person White House "coffee klatsch" with President
Consumer health is clearly the last thing on the minds of
Clinton in November 1995. And in June 1996, according to the
everyone
involved in the Premarin debacle. "This decision is pure
Federal Elections Commission, American Home Products made
politics," fumes Cynthia
a $50,000 contribution to
Pearson, M.D., executive
the Democratic National
director of the National
Committee. Several months
Women's Health Network,
later, Democratic senators
Sales of Premarin
the only women's organizaBarbara Mikulski (Md.)
tion that publicly supports
and Patty Murray (Wash.)
could reach $3 billion within five
the generic. Coincidentally,
wrote the FDA for assurthe network does not accept
ance that "it has no intenyears, with more than one-third of
donations from drug compation of approving a generic
nies. The decision "was not
version of Premarin that
backed up by science," says
lacks the 'same' active
all women in the United States
Pearson. "This never would
ingredient as the innovahave happened without
tor." According to her press
currently over the age of 50, and
political pressure orchestratsecretary, Murray became
ed by Wyeth-Ayerst."
involved in this issue after
another 20 million will be entering
Duramed has chalshe "was contacted by
lenged the FDA decision in
women's groups. As a result,
the menopausal years within the
an administrative appeal;
our office spoke with the
the
company intends to file a
manufacturer, who was in
next decade.
court appeal if it is turned
contact with the same
down. But Wyeth is already
women's groups."
a step ahead: it is busily
Lo and behold, the
working to ensure that no
FDA reversed its stance.
matter what happens, it will continue to dominate the estrogen
Janet Woodcock, M.D., director of the FDA's Center for Drug
replacement market. After all, Wyeth is the sole sponsor of an
Evaluation and Research, announced on May 5 that "based on
important "memory study" on Premarin's effectiveness in wardcurrently available data, there is at this time no way to assure
ing off Alzheimer's disease, a study conducted under the aegis of
that synthetic generic forms of Premarin have the same active
the government-sponsored Women's Health Initiative. If a correingredients as the [urine-based] drug." Or, put another way:
lation is found, physicians and consumers alike will naturally
"Perhaps everything in this pool of animal waste could have benturn to Premarin as a preventative for Alzheimer's.
efits for human females," in the words of Duramed CEO and
president E. Thomas Arington.
No matter how you look at it, the FDAflip-flopappears to
Commercially Sponsored Medicine
be the result of Wyeth-Ayerst's considerable lobbying muscle. Of
Wyeth is hardly the only drug company to use political leverage
course, just because a decision is politically influenced doesn't
to protect its turf. The Journal of the American Medical
mean it's wrong. But an internal FDA memo dated May 3 (two
Association (JAMA) recently published results of a 1990 study on
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thyroid medications and reported that the maker of Synthroid,
one of the drugs under study, had suppressed for years the fact
that three other medications were equally effective. Like
Premarin, Synthroid has long enjoyed domination in a lucrative
market because its manufacturer falsely claims that its product
is superior to the competition.
Ten years ago, in order to establish Synthroid as the most
effective drug in its class, Flint Laboratories (then the drug's
manufacturer) approached researcher Betty Dong of the
University of California, San Francisco. Dong signed a contract
with Flint to conduct comparative studies of the bioequivalence
of Synthroid and three other preparations. When her research
was completed in 1990, Dong submitted the results to Boots
Pharmaceuticals (which had since taken over Flint). It turned
out that all four drugs were bioequivalent, and that consumers
who chose the other drugs over Synthroid could save $356 million annually. Boots became alarmed: after all, it is the leader in
a $600 million-a-year market.
With so much revenue at stake, Boots did everything it
could to publicly discredit Dong's research. It dishonestly claimed
that the research was flawed in design and execution, and that
Dong had breached research ethics. It then published Dong's
results in a "reanalysis" that reached the opposite conclusion.
Conveniently, Boots was able to prevent publication of Dong's
own account of her research, since the contract she originally
signed stipulated that nothing could be published without written consent from the drug company.
Finally, under pressure from the FDA, Boots (now part of
Knoll Pharmaceutical) agreed to allow Dong's results to be
published—seven years after the study was completed. And in
August, Boots/Knoll agreed to pay $98 million in a settlement to
consumers who purchased Synthroid between 1990 and 1997.
But despite the settlement, Boots/Knoll has had the last laugh. A
highly-placed physician who refuses to be identified points out
that Boots/Knoll earned over $2 billion during the time that it
suppressed the research, and that the settlement represents less
than one-twentieth of the extra profits.
A Matter of Trust
The growing power of pharmaceutical companies is troubling on
a number of levels. It is frightening how poorly we are informed
about the appalling treatment of animals in drug manufacturing. It is wasteful to pay for needlessly expensive medications.

Forget about President Clinton's 1992 plea to the drug companies to control their prices. In the last few years, big-name drug
companies such as Merck and Hoechst have withdrawn from the
generics field because they realized they could make far more
money selling brand-name drugs. But the real bottom line is that
the drug companies have robbed consumers of the ability to trust
anyone in the area of drug research: commercialism has infected
everyone involved. We can't trust those companies to which we
entrust our health to accurately represent their products. We
can't assume that the FDA has weighed all of the scientific
research fairly. We can't even take for granted that the scientists
who perform drug research are working independently.
Savvy consumers, of course, realize that drug companies
are motivated by profit. But what about advocacy groups, including women's and health organizations? Aren't they supposed to
be looking out for the public good? It's in this arena that consumers are really misled. "I can't understand how any woman in
a position of influence would deliberately deny a high-quality,
low-cost alternative [the Premarin generic] to postmenopausal
women who need this important drug," says Duramed's
Arington. It seems that advocates, in the public or private sphere,
will do anything for the right price. Even the American Medical
Association, whose own internationally respected journal piously disclosed the Synthroid saga, agreed in August to endorse
Sunbeam health products in exchange for royalties until, stung
by charges of conflict of interest and commercialism, it decided to
abandon the plan.
"All medical organizations receive money from the pharmaceutical companies," rationalizes Debra R. Judelson, M.D.,
president of the American Medical Women's Association, one of
the organizations that accepted money from Wyeth and testified
before the FDA on the same issue. "There are no virgins. We've
all been lobbied by the Pharmaceuticals on all the issues." The
National Women's Health Network, the lone women's advocacy
group to support the Premarin generic, must be the only virgin
at the orgy.
But perhaps the ever-increasing power and determination of certain drug companies to quash their competition isn't so
terrible. Look, if we all just took Prozac, it wouldn't seem so bad.
Leora Tanenbaum is writing a book about teen girls labeled
"sluts" by their peers. She has written for Ms., The Nation,
Seventeen, Newsday, and The Women's Review ofBooks.
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FOR BATTERED AND ABUSED LATINAS AND
BLACK WOMEN, DIALING 911 MAY BE RISKY
BUSINESS.
by E. Assata Wright

I

've never gone through what I went through that night,"
says Bebe Matan. "I have no experience with cops and
precincts. It's all a nightmare. That was the first time
and the last time I call the police."
Matan's "nightmare" began on March 23 when she got
into an argument with her husband, Deonarine. When the dispute escalated to physical violence—he allegedly slapped
her—their son, Martin, interceded on his mother's behalf, and
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Bebe dialed 911. The Matan family and the New York City
Police Department disagree on what happened after officers
from the 102nd precinct arrived at the family's home in
Queens. What is clear is that Officer Christopher Romanski
shot the husband once in the abdomen and Deonarine died
from his wound later that night. It is also clear that Bebe, 38
and a Guyana native, was probably abused twice that night:
once by her husband, and then again by the criminal justice

system she turned to for help.
Since the 1991 beating of Rodney King,
several high-profile incidents, such as the
alleged sodomizing and assault of Haitian
Abner Louima, have put police brutality in the
national spotlight. But it is the dozens of
unpublicized, less notorious cases, like the
Matan incident, that fuel the growing grassroots movement against police misconduct.
From national conferences on police brutality
to anti-brutality marches, community activists
are making this issue a top organizing priority.
Even some Black and Hispanic officers are
beginning to break ranks with their white colleagues and are calling for the dismissal of
racist cops who brutalize Latinos and AfricanAmericans.

"The Black
women
and Latinas
we work with
don't call
the police
because
they are not
always sure
what the

outcome

The June 1994 death of Nicole Brown
Simpson also helped to bring domestic violence
to the forefront of public policy debates. Local
organizing around this issue began in the
early 1990s and later culminated in the
Violence Against Women Act, which Congress
passed as part of the 1994 Crime Law. The Act
stiffened penalties for a number of violent
crimes against women, including rape and assault, and allocated federal grant money to state and local government
efforts that curb domestic violence through the criminal justice
system. Since passage of the Crime Law, states have passed
tougher domestic violence measures and have reorganized
courts and police departments to better fight this problem.
Absent from each debate, however, is how domestic violence
and police brutality intersect—and sometimes collide—in the
lives of Black women and Latinas.

will be."

It is estimated that more than 42,000 women in New
York State (half of those in New York City alone) are abused
each year. The recent changes in state and local domestic violence laws have put an emphasis on police and court intervention. But with mounting complaints of police brutality in several Black and Latina communities, abused women in these
neighborhoods are put in a precarious position. To be protected from their abusers, they are encouraged to call the cops, but
for women of color this means relying on the same police
department they believe holds their communities in contempt.

"The Black women and Latinas
we work with don't call the police
because they are not always sure what
the outcome will be. They believe they
have to make a choice," says Shirley
Traylor, executive director of Harlem
Legal Services. "They believe if they call
the police or invoke the intervention of
the criminal justice system, the offender is very likely to be mistreated in
some way. They feel they've exposed the
offender to some larger danger and this
has an impact on their decisions." As
police brutality and domestic violence
are elevated within the grassroots organizing and public policy arenas, they
threaten to further overshadow battered women of color caught between
the two movements.

A

lthough they may be more hesitant to seek police protection,
I Latinas and Black women are at
least as vulnerable to domestic abuse
as white women. The New York City Department of Health
released a report last March which found that between 1990
and 1994 there were 1,156 female homicide victims aged 16
and older. 52 percent of these victims were Black, 29 percent
were Latina, and 16 percent were white.
The Health Department, which conducted the study by
reviewing Medical Examiner's reports, had only cursory information on the victims' history with domestic violence, and not
every murder was committed by a husband or boyfriend—
some were committed during other disputes or robberies, for
instance—but the report concluded that in murders with
"identified motives, women were victims of intimate partner
homicide more than any other homicide."
The study also reveals that strategies for addressing
the problem of violence against women need to be different
from those aimed at homicides committed against men, which
the Health Department carefully noted. Furthermore, the
report implies that strategies for addressing violence against
women of color need to be different from those which target the
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The Poverty = Violence Controversy
and state policies and laws are consistent with federal guidelines outlined in
the Violence Against Women Act.
Latina and two-thirds lived in New York's poorest neighborhoods. This finding led the
Congress allocated $1.6 billion
Health Department and some researchers to conclude that poverty causes violence and
over six years to the Act, much of which
will be passed on to state and local govthat poor women of color are more likely to be victims of domestic violence than white
ernments to fund their own domestic
violence initiatives. One of the most
women. Domestic violence advocates who work exclusively with Blacks and Latinas
striking aspects of the law is the link
reject this controversial conclusion, which goes against the long-held assumption that
Congress made between funding eligibility
and law enforcement. There are
abuse effects women of all races and classes more or less equally.
two pools of money available: state forThey agree, however, that domestic violence is exacerbated by poverty. Middlemula grants and discretionary grants.
The Justice Department, which overclass women have more of a possibility of leaving an abusive relationship by accessing a
sees the formula grant program, stipulates
that states must use 25 percent of
number of private resources available to those who can pay. Poor women, by contrast, are
the money for law enforcement, 25 perfar more likely to rely on public resources, which would include the network of social sercent for prosecution programs, and 25
percent for nonprofit, non-governmenvice agencies, charity organizations, and the police. The agencies and charity groups,
tal victim service programs. The
remaining 25 percent is discretionary,
notoriously underfunded and understaffed, often cannot meet the needs of every woman
and can be allocated to any or all of the
who comes to them for help; many women are put on waiting lists or turned away. For the
3 program areas. To receive discretionary
grants as part of the Encourage
women who use these services, then, actually leaving the abuser may not be immediately
Arrest Policies Program, applicants
possible. Living with the batterer and using the police as the first line of defense ma)' be
"must certify that their laws or official
policies encourage or mandate the
the only option available.
arrest of domestic violence offenders
when there is probable cause or when a
needs of white women—a fact the department failed to
protection order has been violated."
comment on directly. "With only empirical data, the Health
The mandatory arrest policy is particularly problematDepartment doesn't offer suggestions on where to go from
ic for Black women because, as Garfield points out, they are
here," says Gail Garfield of the African American Task Force on
more likely to fight back and protect themselves when being
Violence Against Women. "What strategies, especially for the
abused. In cases where a woman hits her abuser, she can be
Black community, [have they] put in place, or plan to put in
arrested along with the attacker. This dual arrest policy has
place, in response to the data?"
been highly controversial, in New York and elsewhere, and
The Health Department has yet to focus on the unique
currently there is legislation pending in the state assembly
experiences of battered Black women, and so specific programs
which would curtail this practice.
that take their needs into account have not been developed. In
The new state law gives battered women greater access
1994, New York City implemented a one-strategy-fits-all
to criminal courts and strengthened orders of protection. In
approach to domestic violence that places a heavier emphasis
the past, such orders were issued only in family court. The new
on police and court intervention. New York State passed a
law, however, makes it possible for a woman to get a protection
domestic violence prevention act that same year. The new city
order from a criminal court. Now, if the batterer violates the

Of (lie women who were killed by a husband or boyfriend, three-quarters were Black or
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order, the woman can lodge a criminal complaint
against him. Previously, if a batterer harassed a
woman with threatening phone calls or letters he
was charged with a misdemeanor and hardly ever
given jail time. Abusers were charged with felonies
only after they physically injured the woman.
Additionally, a few offenses that were once considered misdemeanors are now classified as felonies,
increasing the severity of their potential punishment. Offenses that were already considered
felonies now carry longer sentences.
Advocates fear that these initiatives, although
well-intentioned, are undercut by a failure to address
racism in the criminal justice system, and as a result
may have disastrous effects on Black and Latino
communities in general, and in particular on battered women in those communities. Women know
the impact of these sentencing policies could potentially be devastating, especially in a community like
Harlem, where a disproportionately large number of
men already have at least one felony conviction. In
the aftermath of the federal Crime Law, mandatory
sentencing measures, and "three strikes and you're
out" legislation, offenders today will receive longer,
stiffer penalties with each new conviction, and
Blacks and Latinos know these laws hit their communities the hardest.

Advocates
point out
that while
womei want
protec ion
fromt heir
batterers,
they don't
want him
beaten by
cops, or
worse,
killed by
them.

Traylor, whose clients have experienced
"severe" abuse for years, notes that most Black
women and Latinas who turn to Harlem Legal
Services for assistance seek protection orders in family rather
than criminal court for fear their husband or boyfriend will
end up with a conviction. The women, she says, "are not at all
sure they want the offender to be arrested and then face a jail
term. They really want to know what we can do legally to help
prevent the abuse." They are not interested in any available
legal remedies that would include criminal prosecution.
"Women have expressed those kinds of conflicts to me as well,"
says Byllye Avery, founder of the National Black Women's
Health Project. "But that's when I say to women, Tou're not
thinking about you. You're thinking about him. But is he
thinking about you when you're being battered?' See, that's us
taking care of everybody else."

"Sure
there
are
inequities in the law," Avery
(whose late husband was a
police officer) continues.
"That's part of the reality. But
what are you going to do?
Keep them out of jail so they
can continue to beat on you?
Doing that is not going to
make him stop." In fact, she
says, it will only "give them
permission to keep abusing
you," and before long, abusers
come to "expect" this kind of
support
from
their
victims.
In this context, many
battered Black women and
Latinas may protect the
abuser from jail even if it
means risking their own safety. In a 1996 report on police
brutality in New York City,
Amnesty International found
that between 1993 and 1994
there was a "substantial"
increase in the number of
Blacks and Latinos who were
shot or killed while in police
custody. Advocates point out

that while women want protection from their batterers, they
don't want him beaten by cops, or worse, killed by them. At
least four domestic violence calls to 911 over the past 18
months resulted in deadly confrontations between cops and
the alleged batterer. Two nights before cops shot Deonarine
Matan in Queens, Donald Davidson was killed by Bronx police
who responded to a domestic dispute at the home of Davidson's
daughter, Adrienne Matthews. In June 1996, Steve Excell was
shot by police in Jamaica, Queens after he allegedly beat his
wife, Sharon, with an electrical cord. Bronx Officer Vincent
Guidice was killed when he responded to a domestic dispute
between Anthony Rivers and his girlfriend, Gloria Virgo.
There may be other repercussions to calling the cops. A
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woman may be conflicted about sending
a man away if she has children with him
or if he is the family's primary wage
earner. The specters of the Single Black
Mother and—if she is likely to need public assistance in the man's absence—the
Welfare Queen weigh heavily on a
woman's conscience. There could also be
unintended consequences for the other
members of the family. If there is evidence of illegal activity, drug use or dealing for example, the woman could be
arrested herself and the children could
be placed in foster care. The desire to
keep the family together may supersede
the need to be safe. "Well-meaning public
policy can sometimes have an adverse
effect, because it is not thought out in the
context of how this may impact upon
Black women's lives," says Garfield. "So,
it can have the opposite effect of what it
was intended to do."

F

"When the
women go
back to their
community
they are
punished for
raising their
clain s by their
own amily
mem ers
ant by the
neigh )orhood."

ortunately there is now an effort
underway that will, if successful,
ease this dilemma for Black women
by giving them other alternatives. Under Garfield's leadership
the African American Task Force on Violence Against Women
received a $145,000 grant (one of a handful awarded to nonprofit organizations) from the Justice Department's Violence
Against Women Grants Office to develop a "communitydefined" response to physical and sexual abuse of women in
Central Harlem. Working with residents, service providers,
churches, elected leaders, and the private sector, the task force
plans to build community-controlled programs that will help
abused women and their families, and raise awareness about
the problem. Garfield expects to have a set of recommendations ready to be implemented and tested within a year, and
hopes these programs can serve as a model for other communities of color in New York and elsewhere across the country.
"We're not telling Black women, 'Don't call the police.
Don't use criminal justice solutions.' But we want to figure out
how we can create other solutions that might be more producwinter 1998 - 46

tive for us and our community," says
Beth E. Richie, professor of public health
at Hunter College and a member of the
task force. Currently, the group is surveying the community, through town
meetings and focus groups, to learn
what services and programs Harlem
residents would like to see implemented
or expanded. Because the task force is in
the early stages of this survey process,
Garfield says it would be premature to
comment on what their alternative solutions might entail. Richie, however, says
she expects that people will say the community needs more counseling services
and programs for men who batter, in
addition to more shelters.
One piece of the task force's strategy will be to get community groups and
service providers to incorporate domestic violence education and prevention
into their ongoing work. For example, "If
a group is doing 'youth empowerment,'
we'll ask them to make sure that
includes girl safety," Richie says. "Since
we know many battered women are living on the streets because they left abusive homes, we'll ask
advocates for the homeless to deal with that issue as a part of
their work."
Ultimately, Garfield, Richie, and their colleagues want
violence to Black women to strike the same raw nerve within
the community that police brutality hits, a task they know will
be difficult. Police brutality —the not-too-distant relative of
Southern lynchings—is consistent with the type of raciallymotivated violence the community feels comfortable organizing against. Violence against women is rarely addressed
unless it can also be placed in a racial context. The difficulty
with this stance is that it changes the focus from brutality
against women to black/white racism.
Ten years ago, Tawana Brawley received community
attention and succor because she claimed she was raped by six
white men. Other high-profile victims, whose accusations had
more merit than Brawley's, have pointed the finger at Black
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men and received far less support from their community,
which in these cases tends to doubt their claims of abuse, siding instead with the attacker. Boxer Mike Tyson and the late
rapper Tupac Shakur—both convicted rapists—are widely
regarded as victims of the criminal justice system and women
who "were asking for it."
Then consider the case of Girl X. A nine-year-old black
resident of Chicago's infamous Cabrini-Green housing project,
Girl X was raped, beaten, strangled, bunded, and then forced
to swallow gasoline in a stairwell last January. Although the
child (whose real name has never been released) survived, she
was unconscious for a month and may never regain her eyesight. Despite the hideous nature of the crime, community
leaders remained silent for weeks following the incident and
condemned the attack only after a local columnist publicly
embarrassed them in print for their inaction. In the end, the
community was moved less by Girl X herself than by the lack
of media attention she received in comparison to JonBenet
Ramsey, the white Colorado girl who was murdered in
December 1996. In other words, the
community chose to focus on racist
media outside the community rather
than the gender violence within it;
racism was the issue, not sexism.
Incredibly, when convicted sex
offender Patrick Sykes, 25, confessed to
police he raped Girl X for "sexual gratification," some in the community said
he was a victim. A radio station poll
found that while Black women felt
relieved after his arrest, men believed
Sykes was innocent and his confession
coerced by the police. The cumulative
effect of cases like these is that Black
women's experiences with violence are
overshadowed by those of Black men.
Similarly, the interests of battered
women can be suppressed by community concern for incarcerated men.
Traylor says she has seen this happen
to her own clients.
"When the women go back to
their community they are punished for
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raising their claims by their own family members and by the
neighborhood. It's really the impact of racism on the community, and how it internalizes itself and plays itself out," she
says. This punishment can take several forms. Some families
may not offer material or emotional support when the woman
tries to leave the relationship, refusing to give the woman a
place to stay or to help with child care while she finds a job or
new home. Even if relatives provide some material help, the
women may be silenced by their families and told not to discuss the abuse.
The founders of the task force have already experienced
the community's wrath firsthand. The organization grew out of
the so-called "homecoming celebration" held for Mike Tyson
after his 1995 release from prison. Calling themselves African
Americans Against Violence, Garfield and other activists held a
rally to oppose the celebration and raise awareness about the
kind of abuse of which Tyson was accused. Opposition to the
rally was bitter and came mostly from other Black women.
Rally organizers realized the community has ignored this issue
for so long that it could only be addressed
through an ongoing, grassroots effort, and so
the task force was launched. "We have to
shift political consciousness to include the
issues of women," Richie says. "It's consistent with the history of community selfdetermination to say, We've got to end violence against women. We've got to get
empowerment zone money. We've got to figure out whether or not we want Barnes &
Noble in Harlem. We've got to make sure
some money for job corps comes back into
our community. And our kids need summer
jobs. All those things are part of the same
ideology. We have to re-immerse the rhetoric
into something that's radical. And I think
the Black community in Harlem is a wonderful laboratory for that because there are
still folks there who talk about the need for
community development."

"....we want
to figure
out how we
can create
other solutions
that might
be more
productive
for us and our
community."

E. Assata Wright is a freelance journalist
based in Jersey City, New Jersey. Her work
has appeared in TTie Village Voice.
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Stop the Pain

AMERICA'S
WORKPLACES (DESIGNED FQ
AMrmrA'Q \A/nRKPl ATFQ mFSIfiNF

BY PENNEY KOME

A

ll day long she twists andflexesher wrist to scan products, lifts bags that can total thousands of pounds per
shift, pushes items along a counter and hoists produce
onto scales. like many women, she is in a job where the pay is low,
and the benefits paltry or even nonexistent. She is also in a job with
a surprisingly high risk of hand, arm, shoulder, and back injuries.
Sitting at a deskfivedays a week isn't much safer. Pink collar workers, from secretaries to nurses to computer programmers,
also report high rates of musculoskeletal injury (MSI).
Workstations—as well as cars, bus seats, and the rest of our built
environments—are generally designed for the generic 510" man.
Thus, most women sit at desks that are too tall for them, or
in chairs wrongly proportioned to be supportive. The contortions we
go through in order to fit ourselves to these environments often
leadtothe crippling pain that is a symptom of MSI.
Statistics on MSIs are sketchy and controversial. One
source estimates that one worker in eight has an MSI. What's clear
is that women file twice as many workers' compensation claims for
upper-extremity MSIs as men do, and only one-third as many
claims for everything else. Repetition, force and and awkward body
postures are key job factors contributingtoan MSI. Low temperatures, vibration, and long working hours without breaks are other
risk factors. While truckers and construction workers report high
rates of MSIs, the jobs where women predominate—such as
needlework, electronic assembly, poultry packing, cashiering, data
entry, and patient care—seem virtually tailoredtoinduce MSIs.

Compromising Women's Health
Often called "the number one occupational health hazard of the
1990s," MSIs include a variety of soft tissue conditions ranging
from aches and painstoepicondylitis (tennis elbow),tendinitis,bursitis, and frozen shoulder, as well as the infamous and potentially
devastating carpal tunnel syndrome. MSIs "account for one-third of
all serious workplace injuries," accordingtoPeg Seminario, director
of Safety and Health for the AFL-CIO—an estimated 700,000
upper extremity and back injuries a year. And affected women are
doubly disabled, as MSIs interfere not only with their paid labor
but also their household responsibilities.
"Musculoskeletal disorders represent a very significant,
serious, and largely preventable occupational health problem," says
Dr. Linda Rosenstock, M.D., M.P.H., director of the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) in
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Cincinnati, Ohio. NIOSH takes the position that "Through effective
programs the pain and disability of musculoskeletal disorders can
be reduced, workers' compensation costs can be cut, and productivity and employee satisfaction can be improved."
Workers pay the price when employers ignore NIOSH
reports. Take single mother Shirley Mack: after several years splitting chicken breasts in the high-risk poultry packing industry, she
developed carpal tunnel syndrome so severe that she can't hang
laundry or push a shopping cart. Her employertookthe easy way
out, andfiredher. Her story is all too common in poor, rural areas,
where such work often offers the best-paid jobs availabletoAfricanAmerican and immigrant women.
Health-care workers who specialize in occupational safety
say that once a worker reports pain, treatment should be swift—
and appropriate. Occupational-health nurse (OHN) Pat Bertsche,
manager of the Institute for Ergonomics at Ohio State University,
suggests in the American Association of Occupational Health
Nurses Journal that "conservative therapy deserves an adequate
trial [at least six months] before surgical intervention is contemplated."
As with so many conditions that affect mainly women,
surgery is often offered as a first resort, not a last resort. Gary
Franklin, M.D., medical director for the Washington State
Department of Labor & Industries in Olympia, Washington, says
that the Workers' Compensation Board there now refusestopay for
surgery for certain injuries unless the surgeon meets strict guidelines, because otherwise, "surgeons march up and down patients'
arms and leave them disabled."
"Medical management should ideally include vigilance,
rehabilitation, and familiarity with Occupational Safety and
Health Administration [OSHA] record-keeping requirements,"
writes Bertsche. "One reason MSIs are systematically underreported is that many administrators don't realize that all actual
MSI cases are reportable, regardless of whether the worker has to
take time off"
Epidemiologist Barbara Silverstein, Ph.D., director of
research for Washington State Department of Labor & Industries
was originally a registered nurse who hurt her back lifting patients.
She returned to school and in 1987 produced a groundbreaking
thesis on upper-extremity MSIs. Subsequently, Dr. Silverstein
headed the OSHA committee that proposed a set of ergonomic reg-
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MEN) ARE HARMING WOMEN
H I D D E N

ulations, as well as the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) committee currently working on a voluntary standard. The
purpose of both policies is to help employers and workers identify
MSI hazards in order to redesign jobs and work stations that would
protect workers.
Both OSHA and ANSI ergonomic standards have been
fiercely opposed by coalitions of employers and blockedfrompublication, or in OSHA's case, enforcement. Since OSHA is supposed to
be an independent agency, Congress is forbidden to intervene
directly in any regulations the agency passes or enforces. Congress
has instead put riders on OSHA's funding appropriations, stating
that no monies may be spent to publish or promulgate an ergonomics standard. Rep. Henry Bonilla (R-Texas) has even tried, unsuccessfully, to forbid OSHAfromcollecting MSI data—eliminating a
category of"reportable injuries" that has been on the OSHA 200 log
(the form on which employers must report workplace injuries and
illnesses) since Richard Nixon signed OSHA into existence in 1970.
The 1998 budget allows OSHA and NIOSH to research and
to teach ergonomics, but not to enforce ergonomics regulations. In
fact, there are no regulations for these agencies to enforce. OSHA
has discarded the draft regulations developed by Dr. Silverstein's
committee and is looking for other ways to promulgate ergonomic
standards. 'This is a policy decision," Dr. Silverstein says of the
deep-sixing of her committee's regulations, "not necessarily a scientific decision."
Ergonomics checklists are widely available, she says.
OSHA's checklist drewfromgenerally accepted principles. To opponents' charges that the proposed standards were too strict, she
points out that "there are 6.2 million workplaces and not enough
ergonomists to go around." OSHA's standard was meant to provide
a means for triage. It had to be sensitive, rapid and easy to use.
NIOSH has picked up the torch and is producing volume after volume of ergonomics information.

Up Against the System
The relatively newfieldof ergonomics is concerned with redesigning jobs in order to fit workers, so workers don't have to strain
themselves tofitjob demands. One of thefirststeps in an ergonomics program is to encourage workers to report any arm pains that
last more than a few minutes. This not only protects workers, it also
helps identify problem jobs.
Typically, an OHN is the first person in the workplace to
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spot those problem jobs. "Early intervention is the key," says OHN
Kathleen Buckheit of the North Carolina Ergonomics Resource
Center, a consulting and education service in Raleigh, North
Carolina. "When you're in the plant every day, talking with the
workers and watching the workers, you can get them to come in at
the early stages, when it's just sore wrists," she adds. "We can ice
their wrists, give them NSAIDs [non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs], and put them on light duties. Then we go out and we look
at that job and try to find out whatfs hurting people."
Unions have encouraged OSHA to pursue ergonomics complaints and enforce workplace safety by using its General Duty
Clause, which requires employers to protect workers from workplace hazards. OSHA enforcement is particularly important to the
jobs that are at highest risk for MSIs (i.e. women's jobs) because
those jobs usually don't have the protection of collective agreements
or joint health and safety committees.
MSI-inspired national boycotts of meat-packing plants
occurred in the mid-1980s, when the United Food and Commercial
Workers International made carpal tunnel syndrome a central
strike issue. In 1990, then Labor Secretary Elizabeth Dole
announced OSHA ergonomics guidelines for meat-packing—an
industry where, annually, some plants average one injury per fulltime job and Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) figures show an overall annual injury rate of about 25 percent. Since the installation of
those guidelines, MSI rates in the industry have not increased; the
1996 BLSfiguresactually showed a slight decrease. This year, the
AFL-CIO launched a national "Stop the Pain" campaign in favor of
ergonomic regulations.
Many employers and their insurers, lawyers, and doctors
dispute the very existence of MSIs. Anti-regulatory lobbyists, doctors, lawyers and insurers presented their perspectives at a
"Science and Policy Issues" conference on "Managing Ergonomics"
last June. Their arguments: "Pain may not be disability, depending
on personal and workplace factors"; "An increase in MSIs reported
in the workplace does not necessarily mean that they're work-related"; "These conditions are common in the general population";
"Doctors are encouraged to blame work so that workers' compensation will pay."
Opponents of OSHA's standard argue that both the incidence and severity of MSIs are overstated. Their argument is that
- continued on page 61
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A Life of One's Own
The End of the Novel of Love

by Vivian Gornick
The underlying assumption of this

reviewed by Mahin Hassibi, M.D.

feelings; becoming independent in
one's actions; asserting one's active

new book by literary critic Vivian
Gornick is that love—despite all we've

mate relationships. Her essays focus on the

will—all contribute to becoming oneself,

been led to believe—is certainly no salva-

ways in which one partner in a marriage

to defining a life on one's own terms,

tion, and may not even be life-enhancing

slowly comes to dominate the other, or how

rather than by one's position in a relation-

at all. She explores this unfashionable

the life-long intimacies between parents

ship. Gornick is willing to face the bleak

notion in a series of sharp, insightful

and children generate anger and anxiety

realization

that

love—erotic

or

essays: readings of the stories and novels

instead of affection. She shows how fre-

filial—cannot do the job for us. This short,

of Kate Chopin, Willa Cather, and Christina

quently attachment leads to bondage, and

well-written, engaging book leaves the

Stead; reflections on the life and death of

how often women's youthful fantasies

reader with the task of finding out "how to

Clover Adams (the wife of Henry Adams);

about love, family and fulfilment give way

connect yet not merge, how to respond yet

and an examination of the love affair

to the realities of "unlived" lives.

between Hannah Arendt and Martin
Heidegger.

For Gornick, it is essential that

not be absorbed, how to detach but not
withdraw."

women understand there are worthier goals

Gornick is concerned with the

than success in love. Achieving a clear

subtle power struggles inherent in inti-

understanding of one's own thoughts and

Dr. Hassibi is professor of clinical
psychiatry at New York Medical College

The following are excerpts from two
chapters of The End of the Novel of Love
by Vivian Gornick published by the
Beacon Press

Too strong for the children, it was said.
Should be labeled moral poison, it was
said. Chopin was stunned. Why was this
book being received so differently from her
other work? After all, there was nothing
here that she hadn't said, one way or
another, before. It was all there in the stories. Surely people had seen that, hadn't
they? No, it was explained, they hadn't.
The stories had only implied what she was
not saying openly.
Depression set in. She stopped
writing. No doubt, given time, she would
have come out the other side, but as it happened there was no time, hi 1904 Kate
Chopin suffered a brain hemorrhage and
died. She was fifty-four years old. She left
behind three novels, eighty-five stories,
and a reputation as an "odd one" in
American letters.
During her marriage Chopin had
discovered that the strain of sensuality in
herself was serious and the power of erotic love immense. It was a piece of under-

standing that became integrated into her
inner life, and her stories were marked
from the beginning by a startling adultness about sexual love.
Two things in her work made this
adultness palatable to American readers
in the 1890s: the sex was among Creoles
and Cajuns (for which read people not like
ourselves), and it was never made explicit.
She had discovered something else
as well: that under the best of circumstances marriage was an opposition of
wills. One or the other of the married couple was always being gently, subtly, lovingly pushed out of shape; dominated; made
to do the bidding of the other. Usually —
but this was not her theme — it was the
woman because it was the woman who
came to married life the least experienced,
untried, and unknowing. Women, more
often than men, awakened from the long
dream of adolescence to find themselves
bound in perpetuity into their lives without any realization of how they had gotten

Kate Chopin
Kate Chopin began writing in 1888. She
was thirty-eight years old, the widow of a
New Orleans cotton factor. The stuff
poured out of her: swift, sure, immediate,
without hesitation and without revision...In no time at all she was established.
Her stories were set among the Creoles
and Cajuns of rural Louisiana, and she
was welcomed into American literature as
a delightful regionalist whose work was
wonderfully mimetic.
For more than a decade Chopin
worked on as a popular, well-known
writer. Then, in 1899, she published The
Awakening. This novel came as a shock
and a scandal. It was not delightful. It was
realistic in the European style.
More Zola than Zola, it was said.
winter 1998 - 50

there. Men suffered, too,fromthe condition
— she could see that— but when all was
said and done, after the awakening men
know better how to make use of the baptism by fire. Women were left staring into
the fire.
A woman's
life, she saw, was a
metaphor for the consequence of this
dream of life gone on
too long. Knowledge,
when it came, was
often without the
power to activate the
chronically dormant
will. Without action of
the will, a vacuum
formed. Into the vacuum flowed the force
of domination. Men
did not have to learn
(or even understand)
the imperative of the active will; they were
borntoit. Women, however, once they were
made conscious, often remained frozen,
impaled on Hamlet's conflict.
Hannah Arendt and Martin Heidegger
What it comes down to is this. If you don't
understand your feelings, you're pulled
around by them all your life. If you understand but are unable to integrate them,
you're destined for years of pain. If you
deny and despise their power, you are
lost....
The story of Hannah Arendt
and Martin Heidegger belongs to the
dramatists, not the critics. It is a tale of
emotional connection made early, never
fully grasped, then buried alive in feeling
the protagonists kept hidden from themselves. Such feeling is like a weed pushing
up through concrete. When the hurricane
is over, and the world is littered with
destruction, it is still waving in the wind.

Hannah Arendt became Martin
Heidegger's student at the University of
Marburg in 1924. She was eighteen years
old. He was thirty-five and already
famous in university circles. (Three years
later, when Being
and Time was published, he would be
hailed as a major
philosopher.) She
was beautiful and,
needless to say, the
smartest girl in the
class. He was
attracted, and he
moved.
Within
months they were
lovers. The affair
lasted four years.
Heidegger did all
the
controlling,
Hannah did all the
worshiping — naturally, how could it have been otherwise —
but the dynamic between them was something of an equalizer. He needed her intelligent adoration as much as she needed to
give it. They both approached his talent
for thinking with reverence, each believing he was a vessel of containment for
something large, something to be served,
protected, and responded to always. This
intensity between them, as it turned out,
proved a bond stronger than either love or
world history.
In the spring of 1933, Heidegger
became rector at the University of
Freiburg. In an infamous inaugural
speech, he endorsed National Socialism
and laid the university at the service of
the Nazi regime. That summer Hannah
Arendt left Germany. She did not return
to the country of her birth for seventeen
years. By the time she did, she had
become a political thinker of international reputation, and Heidegger was living in

poverty, in occupied Germany, with a ban
on his thinking.
Shetoldherself that she would not
contact him, that February in 1950, but
the minute she reached Freiburg she
picked up the phone. Within hours he was
at the hotel. Two days later she wrote to
him, "When the waiter announced your
name it was as though time had stopped.
Then, in a flash, I became aware — I have
never before admitted it, not to myself
and not to you and not to anyone else —
that the force of my impulse [to get in
touch] has mercifully saved mefromcommitting the only truly unforgivable disloyalty, from mishandling my life. But you
must know one thing...that had I done so,
it would have been out of pride only —
that is, out of pure, plain, crazy stupidity.
Not for any reason."
Three months later Heidegger
sent her four letters in quick succession to
say that her return to his life had brought
him joy; that she alone was close to him
when he was thinking; that he dreamed
of her living nearby and of running his
fingers through her hair. He sounded like
a man newly charged, filled with hope
and longing, excited and immensely glad
to be alive.
They were both mesmerized by
the reconciliation, Heidegger no less than
Arendt. Afterward, of course, they were
overtaken repeatedly by the people they
had actually become, but to a remarkable
degree each remained compelled by the
other, continuing to write and meet for
the next twenty-five years until 1975
when, as it happened, they died within
months of one another.

Reprinted from The End of the Novel of
Love by Vivian Gornick Copyright 1997
by Vivian Gornick By permission Boston:
Beacon Press.
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early 30 years ago, women began
to enumerate the things that
were wrong in their lives. From battering by husbands and boyfriends to
inequality in the workplace and
restricted career options, they named
names and cited wrongs. At times
they were shrill, offending the powers
that be. But in their efforts to remind the
world that women are full human beings,
they shook the foundation of social and
political life the world over.

Who's Afraid of Feminism?
Seeing Through
the Backlash
by
Eleanor J. Bader

Psychological and Social Constraints on
Motherhood in Contemporary Europe" is a
case in point. Italy, Romito's country of origin, is 90% Catholic. While the populace
Not surprisingly, that shaking has
seems to easily coexist with a Church and
reverberated, sparking conflagrations
Pope who oppose birth control and aborboth progressive and reactionary. In her
tion, many of Italy's women are quietly—
introduction to Who's Afraid ofFeminism?, passively—resisting motherhood. Indeed,
the third collection of essays about
as Romito points out, the birthrate in Italy
women's liberation edited by Ann Oakley
is among the world's lowest: "If we take the
and Juliet Mitchell, (following 1976's The
generation of women who are now around
Rights and Wrongs of Women and 1986's 40, one infiveis childless; in northern Italy
What is Feminism?), Temma Kaplan
the proportion is one in four." In order to
writes that" nostalgia is the fuel driving
address this issue, anti-abortion and prothe backlash. Never mind that nostalgia is natalist groups have increased their activmore about fantasies for the future than
ities in recent years. So what's going on? Is
memories of the past. When nostalgia sets
the anti-natalist trend a response to a femthe tone of debate, feminists are always at
inist movement that has emphasized
a disadvantage."
women's non-maternal contributions to
Who's Afraid ofFeminism? explores society?
the backlash that second-wave European
According
to
and American women's movements have
Romito, the answer is no.
encountered over the past two decades. A While feminists have
mix of academic research, political advocamobilized when abortion
cy, and personal essays, the collection
has come under direct
touches on subjects as varied as homophoattack, for the most part
bia, fashion, pro-natalist policy, the intelactivists have been
lectual canon, the media, and sexism in
shockingly
reticent
the academy. Unlike other books on the
about choice. In fact, fembacklash phenomenon, Who's Afraid of
inists have appeared
Feminism? does not focus only on explicit reluctant to take up the
opposition to women's emancipation outabortion rights banner;
side of women's movements, but looks
much of the writing that
inward to scrutinize what the editors call
has been done on the
the "misogyny inherent within certain
subject treats abortion as
forms of female success."
a tragedy, albeit a necessary one. Instead,
Patrizia Romito's "Damned If You
"much more energy has been invested in
Do and Damned If You Don't:
the subject of childbirth, with theorizing,
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conferences, books and ever-increasing activity on the part of groups
involved in home births, water births,
sweet births and so on."
Are feminists to blame for
growing anti-abortion sentiment in
Italy? Of course not. But Romito's
essay is a clear indicator of what is
at stake if feminists remain silent on
issues of reproduction. By siding with
those who extol the maternal, Romito
writes, organized feminists have lost
touch with their constituents, and are
playing into the hands of conservative
movements that are virulently opposed to
altering those traditional family structures that have historically oppressed
women. In Italy today, organized feminist
groups are apparently less willing to
question those structures than are average Italian women. A cautionary tale, her
essay is a sobering reminder of an early
tenet of women's liberation: that freedom
to have a child, as well as the freedom to
remain childless, underscores the notion
of female autonomy.
Feminism is, of course, about more
than choice, and thefightfor economic parity has been another
critical site of the backlash.
Teminism,
Fatherhood and the
Family in Britain," an
essay by Juliet Mitchell
and Jack Goody, outlines
the hostile reception
that has greeted the
Child Support Agency
(CSA) since its founding
in 1991. Opponents of the
agency—which
goes
after absent parents
(usually fathers) to
collect unpaid child support—range from
misogynist men's groups to feminist organizations that argue that it is an "old fash-

ioned idea that fathers are breadwinners
and responsible for the upkeep of their
children." Socialist-feminist groups like the
Campaign Against the
Child Support Agency
(CACSA) argue that all
children should be supported by the state and
believe that government
should "pay all mothers to
nurture and rear its
future workers."

While Mitchell
and Goody support the
CSA, their essay tackles
several complex questions that face the
agency's supporters. In
particular, they analyze
the position of men and
women in the contemporary family, and look at
the impact of remarriage
on child support and
household structure. "It
is often second families
that are objecting to payments to the first," they
write. "Our society has
been unprepared for the
serial coupling that has
overtaken it." Feminists
have been slow to recognize this phenomenon
and have not yet been
able to formulate a
response that meets the
needs of working-class
and poor women and
children. Aside from
CACSA (formerly Wages
for Housework), the economic needs of femaleheaded households and the role of the

attention. As a result, "men's rights"
groups—the most vocal proponents of the
backlash—have managed
to garner the lion's share of
press attention.
For their part, the
media have ignored daily
feminist struggles while
conjuring up images of "chic
lesbians" and a post-feminist generation. Yet perhaps no change has been as
rapid—or as startling to the
status quo—as the personal
and political transformations wrought by queer theory and lesbian and gay culture. Susan Heath's essay,
"Thoughts of a Latecomer:
On Being a Lesbian in the
Backlash," is the most personal piece in the collection.
A "late bloomer" who came
out after 30 years of marriage and the rearing of
four sons, Heath can easily
pass as a respectable
grandmother. Yet she chooses not to. Instead, she sees
herself as an affront to
myths about queerness—a
personal challenge to unexamined stereotypes about
lesbian life.
Other essays in the
anthology address the
backlash from a variety of
vantage points. Retired
academic and writer
Carolyn Heilbrun assails
the sexism she encountered
at
Columbia
University and lambastes
the many left-wing men
who failed to take up feminism during

CSA in meeting them has received scant

her tenure there. Ann Oakley presents an

So who's afraid

of feminism? By
the looks of it,
just about
everyone,

including those
of us who call
ourselves

feminists. But as
this anthology
reiterates,

change is neither
linear nor
easy.

historical overview of gender, and looks at
the conflation of sex and gender as a
manifestation
of the
backlash.
Psychologist Carol Gilligan offers a plea
for the inclusion of women—and the
recognition of their difference—in public
life. "If women's voices are no different
from men's, then leaving women out is no
problem. If women's voices are different
from men's, then listening to women will
change the voice which we hear and
name as human," she writes in "Getting
Civilized."
So who's afraid of feminism? By the
looks of it, just about everyone, including
those of us who call ourselves feminists.
But as this anthology reiterates, change is
neither linear nor easy. Undoing social
conditioning and impacting social organizations is ongoing work, and the backlash
is but one indicator that feminism has
begun to shake things up. In fact, as long
as feminism, in all of its permutations, continues to push at the boundaries of
female—and human—experience, we can
expect the backlash to continue, and to
become even more visible.
As Carol Gilligan writes, the
stakes are extremely high: "The world
will change as everyone 'gets it'—that
women are half the population in every
generation and that undoing men's disconnectionfromwomen and women's disconnection from themselves does mean
the end of patriarchy and the beginning
of something which we have barely
imagined—something that wholeheartedly could be called Civilization."
•
Who's Afraid of Feminism? Seeing
Through the Backlash Edited by Ann
Oakley and Juliet Mitchell. New York:
The New Press. 292 pp. $15.95, paper.
Eleanor J. Bader is a writer and teacher
from Brooklyn, NY.
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Polyfidelity: "The state of being in ongoing erotic intimacy with more than one woman concurrently while
being honest about such involvements with each lover."

Polyfidelity or
Polyduplicity

band at public funcSo reads Celeste West's
tions, while her romandefinition of polyfidelity,
as given in her book
tic trysts with the lesby
Lesbian Polyfidelity: A
bian were kept relaCarolyn Gage
Pleasure Guide for All
tively clandestine. Did
Women Whose Hearts Are
the husband's tolerOpen to Multiple Sexualoves, or, How to ance indicate enlightenment, or was it just
Keep Nonmonogamy Safe, Sane, Honest, & a reflection of the fact that his wife's
Laughing, You Rogue! The packaging and homophobia and her lover's complicity
promotion of this book appear to offer les- effectively neutralized any threat the
bians a liberating alternative to relationship might pose to his territorial
monogamy, which West (with some justice) rights? Is this a model for liberation, or just
describes as "serial betrayal."
your
garden-variety
monogamous
But does her book deliver?
marriage with a mistress on the side?
In political campaigns, it's common
West, however, does not use the
knowledge that it's easier to attack the word "mistress" in referring to these lovers
incumbent, because the challenger has no of women who are already in live-in,
record in office. Monogamy is the preva- spousal relationships. She prefers the
lent model for lesbian relationships, term "odd women," and in her enthusiasm
whereas "polyfidelity" is not a popular for trios, she approves the hiring of therapractice or ideology. Everyone knows that pists for the purpose of sexual fantasizing.
monogamy is fraught with jealousy, pos- West also endorses the hiring of prostisessiveness, boredom, merging, claustro- tutes, waxing enthusiastic about the disphobia. It's easy to see how monogamy as counts many of them are willing to offer
an institution has allowed men to gain women, without spoiling the party by
control over women's bodies, and it's easy going into the reasons—rape, battery,
to prove statistically that monogamy does- mutilation—why these women might be
n't work.
motivated to offer such a discount.
But, if elected to lesbian relationAnother interviewee speaks of havship office, would polyfidelity have any bet- ing to receive cards and gifts at her office,
ter record? Lets look at West's sample of
so as not to upset her live-in partner. West
"polyfideles":
herself admits to tying scarves around the
Of the twenty-five practitioners of front door and the bedroom door to alert
polyfidelity that she interviewed in depth her live-in that she is entertaining an odd
for the book, only five were "single." The woman.
rest were in some form of couple-bonding,
Polyfidelity entails many complialbeit non-monogamous. One lesbian she cated rituals, including partners sharing
interviewed was in a sexual relationship their "trigger points" with each other. Such
with a married, bisexual, closeted politi- trigger points can include discussing the
cian. The wife would appear with her hus- odd woman's successful career or painful
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childhood while in bed with the spouse,
allowing the odd woman access to the
partners' home, buyingflowersfor the odd
woman but not the spouse, and not giving
advance warning about an upcoming date
with the odd woman—presumably so the
spouse will have time to hunt up (or rent?)
an odd woman of her own for the night.
These trigger points, of course, have
everything to do with jealousy. West
devotes six entire chapters to this subject—one that polyfidelity is supposed to
cure. Her advice on how to detach and distract yourself with other activities sounds
less like a revolution in consciousness and
more like something out of a 1950"s marriage manual: "What to Do if Your
Husband Starts to Wander."
The chapter on truth-telling was
even more confusing. Honesty is built into
West's definition of polyfidelity, but it
appears that not all truths are created
equal. Take the one-night stand, for example. She advises readers to admit that sexual encounters are often sheer, trifling
frivolity which, she goes on to assure us,
have no meaning. So what's to tell? Much
of the polyfidele's behavior, apparently,
falls under the rubric of privacy, which she
defines as an excellent alternative to white
lies. If pleading privacy fails, however,
readers can fall back on her advice that
compassion is as much a part of integrity
as honesty. In other words, polyfideles
have to be honest about all their relationships—except for the ones that don't
count, the ones that aren't anyone else's
business, or the ones that might cause
someone pain.
Perhaps my problems with Wests

logic are theological. This is by no means a
secular book. West is a Buddhist, and on
the basis of sheer number of religious citations, Lesbian Polyfidelity could hold its
own against any Christian tract on
monogamy. It would appear that Buddhist
detachment (or at least West's formulation
of it) is as critical to the practice of polyfidelity as Christian morality is to
monogamy.
All of this sounds like controlling
behavior and denial. A closet is a closet,
"don't ask, don't tell" is denial not tolerance, and "out of sight, out of mind"
describes a dissociative disorder. But if the
compromises of these "polyfideles" seem
hypocritical and self-deluding, they are no
more so than the compromises made by
many monogamous couples. My issues are
not with nonmonogamy or having concurrent sexual relationships. They are with
the book's failure to live up to its subtitular
promise to provide a "safe, sane, honest, &
laughing" alternative to monogamy
What is the reality behind all these
scarves around doorknobs and flowers
sent to the office? Just why are the partners choosing to stay together under circumstances that provoke six chapters on
jealousy? Could it be because of money?
Could it be that the average lesbian cannot
afford to own a home unless she buys it
with a partner? Could it be dependence on
joint income by reason of old age, or disability? Could it be co-parenting commitments? Could it be that the live-in partner
provides the financial safety net that families of birth traditionally provide for nondeviant daughters?
Do odd women open joint bank
accounts, take out life insurance in each
other's names, leave their estates to each
other, buy houses and raise children
together, shoulder the financial burdens
and caretaking responsibilities when
major disability strikes a lover? Not very
roguish. For many women, the disadvantages of monogamy are small prices to pay
for the security coupledom can offer.

In order to deconstruct monogamy,
we need to address the reasons why
lesbians form monogamous couples at all.
The fact that monogamous couples are
willing to offer these services to each other
in order to protect their exclusive rights of
sexual access to a lesbian is disgusting,
and based on the model we have inherited
from heteropatriarchy. Perhaps the best
way to dismantle monogamy is not with a
book on philandering, but one on ethical
community-building.
Any book on sexuality that omits
the perspective of the incest survivor is
ignoring the testimony of our culture's
expert witnesses on the subject. Because
so many women are unrecovered or amnesiac survivors, a book like this can tend to
reinforce and valorize the behaviors they
learned from the men who despised and
abused them. In the words of lesbian-feminist writer Elliott, "Sex is so loaded for
most of us [incest survivors]—we believe
we have to put out to be loved or be worthy
of being loved, we act out in hyper-sexualized ways we learned as abused children,
we don't ultimately trust anyone who
wants to have sex with us (or, usually, all
three of these)—which of course leads to
relationships which move beyond sexual
desire. That these 'post-sex1 relationships
are seen as bad is just more incest culture.
That West's version of polyfidelity pretty
much encourages lesbians to bring in 'odd
women' to keep them in that hyperarousal, life built around sex1 stage is sick,
really. That's the way men use mistresses
and prostitutes—to keep sex shallow,
frequent, away from deep bonds and deep
responsibilities...basically, to keep sex
dissociated."
Wesfs chapter on health issues
mirrors the same obsession with pleasure
at the price of denial. Enthusiastically promoting unsafe sexual practices, she discounts the possibility of asymptomatic carriers of sexually transmitted diseases,
including AIDS, existing among lesbians.
West's take on sexuality as psychologically

and physically harmless is a throwback to
the heterosexualist propaganda of the sixties, inappropriate for an era of increased
immune-system dysfunction for women
and for a population with such a large percentage in recovery from incest, other
forms of sexual violation, and addictions.
Needless to say, recovery is not a roguish
concept, and West tells us that our personal past "has no reality other than what our
thinking tells us about it." But we can't
control the way in which our unconscious
dictates our behavior from behind the
scenes, causing us to justify and mindlessly adhere to roles—like that of the mistress or the adulterer—learned in our families of birth. Lesbian Polyfidelity reads like
an instruction manual on how to fragment, objectify, dissociate, and deny.
Is there another form of lesbian
nonmonogamy, one more progressive than
the one West describes? Surprisingly there
is, and ifs actually prevalent in our communities. Elliott describes it: "The only
really radical nonmonogamy I see lesbians
doing is the bonds we often keep to exlovers...many lesbians who swear up and
down that they are monogamous would
and do fly across the country to help an exlover, lend her money, watch her kids, take
her in if she's desperate, hold and comfort
her, go on vacation with her, etcetera. This
is truly, wonderfully, radical, since it is
about a bond that is both beyond sex
and/or access to sex and not about being
biologically related. It is also completely
hidden by not being named and honored
within our communities. We do it, but we
don't call it anything. Our loss." Indeed.
•
Lesbian Polyfidelity by Celeste West. San
Francisco, Booklegger Publishing, 339 pp.
$15 paper; $25 hardcover. 415-642-7569
Carolyn Gage (http://www.monitor.net/
-carolyn) is a lesbian-feminist playwright
and author cfiLike There's No Tomorrow:
Meditations for Women Leaving Patriarchy
(Common Courage Press, 1997).
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THE WOMEN OF HENRY JAMES

ack in the seventies, I
wrote an appreciation of
Henry James' The Bostonians, that
classic tale of feminism versus male
supremacy set in nineteenth-century bluestocking Boston. At stake was the heart and
mind of pliable, pearly-voiced Verena; ba1>
tling to possess her were the spinster suffragette (and man-hater) Olive Chancellor
and the charmingly paternalistic Southern
gentleman Basil Ransom. In this mortal
showdown between pinched but passionate
female righteousness and male gallantry
seething with violence, James' novel eerily
foreshadowed some of the tensions within
the twentieth-century women's movement.
In response to the piece I received an angry
letter from a prominent feminist novelist,
who didn't so much object to my take on the
book as to my enthusiasm for James himself, whom she found irrelevant, apolitical,
and too restricted in his choice of subjects.
James can hardly be accused of
ivory-tower elitism: he was a keen observer
of social strata and manners, and could be
overtly "political" when he wanted to be (The
Princess Cassamassima, about revolutionary politics, the occult, fanaticism and radical chic in London, is as immersed in issues
and -isms as anything in Dreiser or Zola).
In The American Scene, James poked restlessly around the immigrant quarters of
New York and Ellis Island. In almost all of
his novels, and specifically in Washington
Square and The Wings of the Dove, which
have been made into splendid new movies,
there are excursions into the seedier sections of New York and London respectively,
and into the lives of characters either
perched perilously on the last rungs of
respectability or fallen off the ladder altogether. I think what my letter writer meant
was that James wasn't a radical reformer,
wasn't a polemicist for equal rights, as she
herself was. At that time of maximum fervor, you were either at the barricades or you
were branded as an enemy
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by
Molly Haskell

be alluring in the prescribed feminine way...and then bring us round,
making us not only respect Catherine but
It seemed hard, to me, that James
love her.
should be accused of political inadequacy
Olivia de Havilland in the Wyler
given the fact that there have been few
version, and Cherry Jones in the recent
writers, male or female, who took such a
Broadway revival, played Catherine as
consuming interest in women, or gave
plain but strikingly self-possessed, statthemselves over so thoroughly to probing
uesque in her pride, afigurewho rises fairthe minute workings and psychological
breadth of a woman's sensibility. His view of ly rapidly to defeat both father and suitor in
a feminist revenge play
women was conflicted, to be sure, and he
Jennifer Jason Leigh, on the other
possessed some of the condescension
hand, in Holland's riskier and sometimes
toward the "weaker sex" with which he
farcical version, is roly-poly and a stumbleinvests Austin Sloper, father of Catherine,
in Washington Square. That small jewel of bum from the beginning, panting for her
a book, first made into a stage play, The father's affection and only dimly aware of
his disdain. In one questionable scene, a fat
Heiress (1947), by Ruth and Augustus
child actress, dressed garishly, plays a
Goetz, then a memorable movie (1949) of
the same name directed by William Wyler young Catherine who embarrasses herself,
excruciatingly, by peeing on thefloorwhen
and starring Olivia de Havilland, has been
brought vividly, and with some striking dif- asked to sing at a birthday party
ferences, to the screen by Polish director
Holland's choices, which make the
Agnieska Holland (Muropa, Europa and
My Secret Garden). At the heart of both productions is the struggle between the father
and his daughter over whether the latter
will or will not marry the handsome Morris
Townsend, a fortune hunter whose intentions are apparent to all but the simple and
besotted Catherine. But it is precisely
Sloper's underestimation of his daughter,
and all women, that is confounded in the
end. James, though a creature of his times
and an inheritor of his father's very tradistory more physical, more
tional views of women, has managed to get palpable, may not please
underneath the smug veneer of the patripurists, but they assuage
archy (here shown, as in The Bostonians, in some of the pain through
its most appealing form), and to subvert it
humor, or express it in convulthrough the moral heroism of a lonely and
sions of violence: Catherine's
unprepossessing woman.
beloved mother dying in child-1
The astonishing thing is just how
birth, leaving husband and child bereft and
unprepossessing Catherine is, as if James
isolated; the adult Catherine falling to the
had accepted a dare to create a character
ground in a paroxysm of grief over the
wholly without charms, without beauty,
departing Morris. Jennifer Jason Leigh,
without compensating wit or intelligence,
whose career threatened to run aground in
without even cultural curiosity, a little
mannerisms of dysfunction, gives the perloud in her dress, too physically robust to
formance of a lifetime. Her gradual trans-

formation, first through passion for Morris,
then disillusionment with her father, is both
heroic and inward, a magical feat.
Albert Pinney, florid and pleased
with himself as Austin Sloper, the clever
and popular society doctor, is a very different sort of actor than Ralph Richardson.
But Pinney is majestic, a physically imposing figure, sanguine where Richardson was
dry, and with a sense of superiority that is
implicit in everything he does. No less
superb is Maggie Smith as the fatuous
Lavinia, Sloper's widowed sister who has
taken it upon herself to foster a match
between Catherine and Morris. Her meddling need for secondhand titiUation and
intrigue is as pernicious in one way as
Sloper's authoritarian need to control
Catherine is in another.
And Ben Chaplin, handsome, desperate, even self-loathing, brings an emotional intensity to the role of Morris
Townsend, where Montgomery Clift was
pure passive beauty
Catherine's discovery of her father's
indifference is the climax of the story: it
changes her life in the way that rejection
both devastate a woman
| and free her from enslavement,
radically reorienting her in the
world. Her father's rejection,
when he realizes her passion

From Top to Bottom: Helena Bonham Carter
(top, at right) plays Kate Croy in Wings of the
Dove along with Alex Jennings as Lord Mark,
Allison Elliott as Millie Thiele, Charlotte
Rampling as Aunt Maude and Linus Roache
as Merton Densher

for Morris is stronger than her desire to
please him, is the tragedy that gives her
back to herself. He dies in a hideous
quandary of uncertainty, while she has the
last glorious laugh. If the movie draws conclusions
about
her
life
after
finishing with men—as a fairly contented
spinster, adored maiden aunt to her many
small relatives—isn't this a fate we no
longer see as worse than death, offering the
stars of contentedness (to quote another
great spinster movie) versus the moon of
romance.
Morris refused to settle for
Catherine's rather generous ten thousand
pounds from her mother; he wanted her
father's share too, and that was the sticking
point. Money is the important ingredient in
the equation as it is for many of James'
heroines. It doesn't buy happiness, often the
opposite, but it allows them to make choices
beyond the scope of most women's lives, and
such freedom of movement is what interested James.
Isabel Archer, as played by Nicole
Kidman in Jane Campion's idiosyncratic
modernization ofPortrait ofa Lady in 1996,
comes into money and chooses unwisely, yet
in her arrogance and spirited play of mind,
she is one of the great heroines offiction.We
watch her—more attentively in the book
than the movie—as a freethinking new
woman, not entrenched in any
social world. An orphan, given further independence by a large
bequest, she is so determined not to

fall into the arms of a man of entitlement
(the titled Lord Warburton or the brash
American pursuer Caspar Goodwood) that
she falls into the hands of an utterly hollow
aesthete and his ex-mistress.
People use each other, almost
inevitably: one person's strength comes
with the wasting of another's. But to set out
to manipulate and possess is, in James, the
cardinal crime.Whether or not Catherine
Sloper's marriage to Morris Townsend
would be doomed, she has a right to make
her own mistakes, rather than have her life
decided for her by a presumptuous father.
Kate Croy and Merton Densher in The
Wings of the Dove, like their prototypes in
Portrait of a Lady, are Europeans soiled by
greed, who in Machiavellian fashion set
their caps for an unprotected American
heiress. Only in The Wings of the Dove, a
more complex novel and film, the characters are less black and white, the lines of
sympathy subtle and endlessly shifting.
This gorgeously acted adaptation of
James' dense late masterpiece has been
subjected to simplifications and occasional
oversimplifications, but the emerging story
of a fairy-tale heiress with a fatal illness
who is set upon by two well-meaning predators shines brilliantly all the same, a robust
character study in a season of cartoon-like
adventures.
Like the book, the movie revolves
around a woman who could have been a virtuous bore: the heiress Millie Theale, who is
the fictional reincarnation of Minny
Temple, the fearless, life-affirming friend of
James' youth, who died tragically young.
Writing to his older brother William
after her death, he said (as quoted in Leon
Edel's biography), "I can't put away the
thought that just as I am beginning life, she
has ended it."Thus the themes of role reversal and living at the expense of another
appear early in James' life, and his guilt
toward Minny, whom he could never quite
address as a lover, or as man to woman, is
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WHY SO SLOW?
The Advancement
of Women
Virginia Valian
"Valian provides insights and remedies
that, over time, may help us all to
achieve the equality for which we
have been striving for so long."
— Julia S. Falk, Michigan State
University
"Valian takes a broad view of the many
questions relating to achievement by
women. The presentation is balanced
and well reasoned. It is written in an
engaging style, and most importantly,
it addresses fundamental questions
about equality and gender."
— Diane F. Halpern, California State
University, San Bernardino
605 pp., 23 illus. $30

Now available in paperback

IMMERSED IN
TECHNOLOGY
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I our minds, they have both won, for
repaid in his transI James created not some either/or
mutation of her life
opposition, not a good woman
and death into art.
and a bad woman along the old
Alison Eliot at
virgin-whore axis, but two
first seems a plausible
remarkable and rounded
but rather nondescript
originals. Both are fascinate
Millie, a rich naive
ing, one is almost impossibly
tourist, hungry for expegood; the other desperate and
rience, but as she nears
reprehensible, but too clever
death, she grows and
to acquiesce to a life of mediexpands, battening on the
ocrity.
love, both sacrifice and
James has been
trap, offered by her treachraked over the academic
erousfriends.Kate, played
coals for the last 20
by a beautifully calcuIn Washington Square, Jennifer Jason
Leigh
plays
Catherine
Sloper,
a
young
years, his sexual proclivilating Helena Bonham
heiress in love with the penniless Morris
ties and famed reserve
Carter, is an extraordiTownsend played by Ben Chaplin.
dissected, their impact
Maggie Smith is the sympathetic
nary character, far more
Aunt Lavinia
on his writing analyzed.
earthbound and materialistic than the ethereal Minnie, ready to He certainly had homoerotic crushes, but he
move mountains or risk everything to get the was squeamish about sex generally, and
money so she can marry the penniless Merton socially conservative—an attitude not particuDensher and keep her place in society. Linus larly conducivetowild homosexual love affairs
Roache, in the most difficult part of the jour- or bohemian rebellion against prevailing
nalist, makes her desire wholly persuasive: he mores. The "homosexual panic" traced by Eve
must be—and is—both passive and appeal- Sedgwick, reigning doyenne of queer studies,
is certainly there; but no less central are the
ingly virile.
Director Iain Softley and screenwriter advance and retreat with women, the pasHossein Amini have shifted the action from sionatefriendships,the guilty love of the dying
the novel's 1903 to 1910, an era they felt was Minny Temple, the long furtive relationship
more modern, fraught with both choice and with Constance Fenimore Woolson. These
confusion. These greater social and sexual (along with his abiding sense of his mother
freedoms are in fact James'concern in the and father's reversal of roles, his relationship
novel; there is even a scene, rare for James, in with his ailing, sidelined sister Alice, and the
which Kate, asked by Merton to give some powerful ambivalence of hisrivalrywith older
sign of her commitment, finally gives the brother William) are the emotional and crepledge of her body. But this unique moment ative sources of his work, the constants that
has been expanded into an emphasis on the feed his theme of seesawing power.
carnal aspects of the relationship which seems
I fell in love with James at the age of
both unnecessary and intrusive. like the 21 and have never wavered in my devotion.
other distractions—orchestral swells, children Leon Edel cites a forgotten writer named Mr.
gamboling in a park, gliding gondolas and Nadal astoJames' attractiveness to women.
masked dances—these effects that presum- He "possessed an inscrutability," but more
ably catertocontemporary audience taste also importantly he discerned in women the qualisuggest a lack of confidence in the characters. ties they saw in themselves. "Women looked at
James is more about renunciation women as persons; men looked at them as
than consummation, the anguish of aware- women. The quality of sex in women, which is
ness, the drama of gradually unfolding conse- their first and chief attraction to most men,
quences. It is a testament to the brilliance of was not their chief attractiontoJames. This is
the film that so much of this is captured. By what enabled him to draw them in his fiction
the end, Kate has outsmarted herself. The with both detachment and intimacy"
dead girl, without even trying, has won. Yet in
It was no doubt for this very sensitivi-

ty that James was for a long time out of fashion in the academy. He lacked the apparent
robustness of the virile writers and the social
consciousness of the "realists." But James' concerns have proved more "real," his anatomy of
consciousness more enduring, than the writers who temporarily eclipsed him in the
canon. For him, the struggles of women to free
themselves from the boundaries of tradition
were as exciting, and as perilous, as the more
obvious adventures of male heroes in the
wider world. We are lucky to have two glorious
adaptations which should not only captivate
you for a couple of hours, but drive you back to
James himself, to read or reread the originals.
As a postscript, I want to urge anyone interested in that rarely occurring phenomenon—
the appearance of meaty roles for adult
women—to rush off to see A Thousand Acres
before it disappears. Never has afilmbeen so
meanly and undeservedly massacred by
reviews. Critics who murmur not a word
about the implausibility of Face-Off or Air
Force One object on realistic grounds to this
midwestern version of King Lear where three
daughters have been variously seduced and
mistreated by a patriarchal father. Reviewers
who wax ecstatic over edgy, unsympathetic
performances like Robert de Niro's in Taxi
Driver and Raging Bull complain that in A
Thousand Acres there's "no one to like." A double standard, maybe? Jessica Lange as the
elder daughter with the cheerful facade and
the repressed memory and Michelle Pfeiffer
as the perpetually enraged middle sister with
cancer are wonderful as they gradually come
to terms with past and present. But perhaps
their willingness to be unlovable as a price for
freedom and self-respect is an affront to critics
who prefer their women to be, and remain,
good sports and ingratiating icons.
The fact that director Jocelyn
Moorehouse has disavowed thefilmprivately
and badmouthed the Disney cut doesn't help.
But ignore the scuttlebutt and see for yourself
Molly Haskell is the author of Holding My
Own in No Man's Land (Oxford University
Press), and From Reverence to Rape: The
Treatment ofWomen in the Movies (University
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My Body - continued from page 19
woman's right to consent to pregnancy opens
a new constitutional door in the struggle to
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an abortion, and also the constitutional right
to governmental aid in receiving one.
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Stop the Pain - continuedfrompage 49
much of what are called MSIs actually result
from outside activities or aging; that workers
either deliberately malinger or else unconsciously exaggerate their pain for what's
called "secondary gain" (e.g., workers' compensation); that "the scientific proof is lacking" to
link MSIs with workplace conditions (remember Agent Orange, Love Canal, and, most
recently, the smokescreen of the tobacco
industry?); and that the proposed standard is
both too sensitive to potential hazards and not
specific enough about which body parts might
be affected. And of course, they complain
about their cost estimates for retooling.
The American Trucking Associations
estimate that compliance with OSHA's
ergonomic regulations would cost its members $6 billion, including $2.5 billion in extra
personnel costs. What's really peculiar is
that its cost/benefit chart shows that this $6
billion would barely exceed current "unspecified" costs. Costs usually associated with
notfixingergonomic problems include workers' compensation, fines, disability claims,
and litigation.
Looking Ahead
Although OSHA inspections and workers'
compensation fines may provide impetus for
employers to implement ergonomics programs, many employers become converts
when they realize that ergonomics programs
improve efficiency and productivity as well
as safety. Ford Motor Company, for instance,
responded to a 1989 OSHA fine of $1.9 million by incorporating a new documentation
program into their ergonomics program.
From data collection to line design to monitoring and review, Ford's program is outstanding in the automotive or any other
industry.
"We didn't achieve the kind of two-forone dollar return you hear about with
ergonomics," says Hank Lick, Ford's
Manager of Industrial Hygiene, "but we got a
return in other ways. All of our health and
safety programs help our relations with our
union. It's sort of a jewel in management's
crown."
Ergonomic approaches are even more
beneficial to small businesses. Gail Sater

credited ergonomics programs with helping
her employer, Red Wing Shoe Company, in
Red Wing, Minnesota, survive in competition
with overseas (Asian) manufacturers. This
manufacturer enlisted workers' analyses
and suggestions to revamp old plants into
ergonomic showpieces. Ingenious low-cost,
low-tech solutions for potentially crippling
tasks included tiltable sewing machines,
adjustable tables, and home-sewn forearm
supports, strung from plant ceilings. By
1995, their workers' compensation costs had
dropped to $800,000 per year, downfrom$4
million in 1988.
Yet for every company willing to think
ahead and prevent injury, there are others
who blame the victim. Joseph D'Avanzo,
attorney for IBM and other defendants in
harmful-products lawsuits, raises one of the
most contentious questions in determining
culpability: non-occupational factors. "How
come nobody integrates into their models
what people do outside of work?" he asks.
'Two people work side by side...doesn't mean
that both of them are going to complain of
pain or injury. So what is the difference
between the two?"
"It's the same with tobacco," Dr.
Silverstein replies. "Some people can smoke
for twenty years and not get lung cancer.
That doesn't mean tobacco has no impact on
the development of cancer."
While lawyers haggle and lobbyists
wrangle, women in and out of unions insist
that jobs should not require them to do work
that hurts. "When I do something at home
that hurts, I can stop doing it," says Tashlyn
Chase, CAW National Ergonomics
Coordinator for Ford Canada. "When it hurts
at work, I don't have that option. When workers go home at night, we go home tired. We
can't pick up our children because our arms
hurt too much. The onus has been placed on
us for far too long."
Penney Kome is an award-winning feminist
author and journalist. Her sixth book on
women's issues, Working Wounded: The
Politics ofMusculoskeletal Injuries, is due to
be published next spring by the University of
Toronto Press.
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The gritty truth about human longing
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In twelve new and collected essays, memoirist and critic
Vivian Gornick explores a century of novels in which the
authors—Jean Rhys, Willa Cather, Christina Stead, George
Meredith, and more—have portrayed women who challenge
the desire to be swept away by romance.
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"Reveals with bLazing clarity . . . a ruthless struggle
between the claims of human connection and the
imperatives of the self."
—Elizabeth Frank, The New York Times Book Review
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—Annette Kolodny, The Women's Review of Books
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"A mad journey of detoured emotion." — The Nation
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